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Fun For All 
An estimatod 2,000 
spectators Hned the curb of 
Lakelse Avenue Saturday 
morning to watch the eighth 
annual Riverboat Days 
parade which included some 
50 entries of floats, bicycles, 
ears, trucks, pretty girls, 
kids, and horses followed by 
clowns. 
Parade judges Mrs. Vesta 
Douglas, Mrs. Lenore 
6eeraert and Staff-Sergeant 
Dick Latta had a tough time 
distributing the prize money 
(which, was allocated by 
Terrace council f rom 
provincial Captain Cook 
Bicentennial celebration 
funds) but here are the 
winners: 
Best Captain Cook.entry - 
Ist - The Brady Bunch from 
Kiflmat, 2nd - The Royal 
Canadian Legion 
Commercial - Terrace 
Equipment 
Clubs - 1st . Copperside 
Riding Arena, 2nd - Morgan 
Horse Club 
Bikes. Kirby Kennedy and 
children 
Vintage cars - I s t -  Bob 
Johnston with a 1928 Ford 
Model A Sedan, 2ed - Glen 
and Marg Brink with a Ford 
1930 Sports Coupe. 
Special prizes went to 
Skeanavisw Lodge, dog and 
cart entry by Naida Stainton 
and Christine Cross, the 
Golden Rule, Jaycettes ear 
and the Terrace Pipes and 
Drams. 
Special thanks to the Wally 
Byam Caravan for their 
participation. (See also 
editorial on page 4.) 
Barbara Best was crowned Riverboat Queen 1978 prior to Saturday's 
parade. Sponsored by the Downtown Lions, (left to right) Barbara rode in 
the parade along with Riverboat Princess Kathy Gardiner, who was 
sponsored by the Royal Canadian Legion, and Kitimat Queen Vicky 
Enskin. 
o 
The rab hdned but 
One-Upmanship at 
Commonwealth Games 
Lightning Staded 62New Fires 
Heavy rains, amounting to 
as much as 3 inches in some 
pisces, _.ha.~ finally brou. ~a  
/' hi~asi~'~ '~ 0f relief to "~e 
weary forest fire fighters in 
the Prince Rupert Forest 
District, over the weekend, 
according to a forestry 
spokesman, Monday af, 
ternoon. Only exceptions in 
the district being Burns 
Lake, South Bard( and the 
Lower Post areas, which has 
still received no rainfall. 
And... rain fell on all major 
fires, as follows: KAT fire 
(Kitimat-Terrace) to noon 
Monday, 65.7 mm. KEN fire 
(North of Atlin) 34.5 mm.- 
SLOK (South of Atlin) 9 nm 
and still continuing. 
the world for major events, 
says he's always amazed 
that British journalists, who 
live at home with strangling 
red tape and phones that 
don't work, suddenly 
demand only the best once 
they step out of their own 
couniry." 
The Sun said the "whining 
and winging began almost 
from the day of the first 
arrival, about the airport, 
Games security, in- 
formation, even Edmonton 
policemen." 
"One Scotsman decided 
that Edmonton was 'Siberia 
with full employment.' We 
can understand his coff- 
fusion, coming from 
Scotland. That orange ball in 
the sky, so seldom seen in 
Britain, is the summer sun. 
EDMONTON (CP) " 
After complaining about 
Canadian handling of the 
Royal • tour and the Com- 
monwealth Games for 
almost two weeks, the 
British press has found itself 
under fire. 
Both daily newspapers in
the host city for the CON- 
monwealth Games came out 
swinging at the British in 
weekend editorials. 
In an editorial headlined 
Noblesse Oblige, The 
Jom'unl said: "As Alistair 
Cooke said of the Fleet Street 
press: it took American 
yellow journalism-- and 
debased it." 
The Sunday Sun, under the 
headline, Knock, Knock, 
said: "Frankly, we resent 
the cheap and glib shots 
Man-Ure a Good Clown! 
The HERALD clown was wishing Terrace was only a one-horse t~wn, 
Saturday morning. Business was really brisk - in fact it was picking up 
steadily all morning. 
i' 
4~ 
fires had all been contained 
and were in various tages of 
• mopping ui, by Monday 
afternoon. An additional two 
fires were reported c~used 
by a cigarette and a b,~aken 
power line, making 64 new 
fircs that have broke,~ out 
over the past 3 days. 
The new fires were at: 
Burns Lake tl); Smithers 
(20); Hazelton (19) Stewart 
(10; and Atlln-Dease Lake 
(14) .  
The rainfall has allowed 
the fire superintendent to
give the KAT and KEN fire 
Philip And Son Visit B.C. 
VI~'I'UtiLA (CP) --Prince iThis contrasted with the McCarthy and her husband. 
PhilipandhislS-year.oldson 150 who waited for them at Dressed in the white 
being taken at Edmonton And what's wrong with full Prince Andrew were greeted the provincial government uniform of an admiral of the 
A heavy electrical'storm fighting crews a much and Commonwealth Games employment?" by achearing, festive crowd hangar at Victoria Ins fleet, Prince Phi l ip and 
which preceded the weather ne~ed break. However, a facilities by visiting media The Sun said everything of more than 7,000 residents,.<~ ternational Airport and Prince Andrew, in a blue- 
~gSed. 62..~teW~(0 .r~st..s.k~.t0a:c~ew.:re.mained at .cranksr:u~ally! BrJti~t,,and,.~W~.~n.0t~ticket.y:bou~,;~o ~ , . -and . .~_~~:th~ -'~.mal~,~.ou~-~i~g~-a[..mg:..g~y~-n~|;::e~fered:~.yi~ow:.;~.. 
fitcs.Th'esellghining Caused me ore sitesat a ,  times; Amer ican . .  . . . . .  .. ~ me scare, out  mere ss an urnveumracwo-uaytsritmn mez~-silometreroutetovic. Ilmouslhe 
According to "a forestry 
spokesman,., the weekend 
rain has really improved the 
forest hazard situation in the 
Northwest, reducing the 
reading from Extreme to 
Moderate. 
Both J. Patrick 
O'Callaghan, publisher of 
The Journal, and Run 
Collister, The Sun's editor, 
started the i r  journalism 
careers in England. 
TAKE THE CAKE 
"The British, we feel, 
More/rain is still needed 
before the campfire ban can 
be lifted. A drying trend is 
forecast over the next couple 
of days, but the 'expectation 
is for more rain, after that, 
which could mean a lifting of 
the ban in not many days off. 
army of volunteers in the 
city who have Worked hard 
to make the visit of the 
British press a success and 
are willing to correct heir 
mistakes. 
THEY CAN 'LUMP IT' 
"If you can't see that, 
you're not looking," The Sun 
said. "And if you see it and 
still complain, frankly, you 
can lump it.!' 
The Journal's editorial fo- 
cused on British press com- 
plaints about he Royal tour. 
"The British press is tough 
to please," it said. 
"It got into a snit because 
Prime Minister Trudeau was 
not around to welcome 
Queen Elizabeth on her 
arrival in Canada and now 
it's in a knot because there's 
really take the cake for a 
double standard," said the 
editorial in The Sun which 
dealt with complaints about 
Edmonton and  Games 
facilities. 
"Our editor (Collistor) 
who used to be a British 
journalist and has travelled 
Whale Hotline Reports 80 Killers 
to. remain in inland waters, too much of Premiez: 
while the o[5,~r't~o'groups Lougheed in Alberta, 
probably wiIl head out to sea. "It believe~ the Queen is 
being used for political ends, 
Although several .pods that the PM is ti'ying to 
travel together in autumn~ 'poison' the goodwill 
this is an exceptionally arge generated by her trip, and 
group to be seen in the i t 's  miffed because there 
summer, Osborne said. '  isn't a press bar at the 
aquatic entre. 
SEATI~LE AP - Salmon Richard of the hotline said 
fishei'men got some heavy more than 30 sightings were 
competition i Puget Sound reported Saturday. Meat of 
daring the weekend, as  an the callers had seen 12 to 18 
estimated 50 killer whales , whales, while some. reported 
were fishing with them, said seeing as many as 50. 
a spokesman for the Whale "Osborne said the whales 
Hotline, 'a  group that also were sighted near 
monitors whale movements. Kingston Wash., Sunday on 
their way out of the sound. 
He said information 
previously collected shows 
the whales are travelling in 
three pods - family units - 
which may contain as many 
as 80 whales. 
He said the whales'in one '~ 
of the pods have been known 
Polio Scare Spreads To Ontario 
TORONTO (CP) -- Health Netherlands are on an ex- no need for alarm. June 28--the first victim of a 
He said health authorities 
are not concerned about he 
general population of the 
prov ince .  However ,  
authorities are concerned 
about members of the 
Nether lands Reformed 
Congregation who live in the 
southern part of Alberta. 
Some members have 
refused vaccination, the 
doctor said. 
Meanwhile, officials in The 
Hague said Saturday that a 
three-month old girl died 
polio epidemic among 
members of a religious 
community in the 
Netherlands. 
Almost 100 cases of polio 
hoe been registered in the 
Netherlands, but an official 
of that country's health 
ministry said the baby was 
the only known fatality. 
The mother of the child 
bad refused ianocniation for 
religious reasons, officials 
said. 
change program and helping 
with the tobacco harvest. 
In Chllliwack, B.C., a 17- 
yearold youth who has been 
confirmed a polio carrier 
and has been confined to a 
home there since Saturday is 
expected to return to the 
Netherlands today. 
A program to vaccinate 
4,000 residents i  under way 
in the Chiliiwsck area. 
Meanwhile, in Lynden, 
Wash., health officials have 
vaccinated more than 150 
residents after learning that 
the Dutch youth visited the 
area. Washington state 
health officials are planning 
a second vaccination pro. 
gram on Wednesday, in 
Sumas, near the Canadian 
herder. 
An eight.year-old boy, now 
in a Lethbridge, 'Alta., 
hospital, is improving 
steadily and is expected to 
' recover fully. 
MOST PEOPLE SAFE 
. Dr: Frank White, director 
of communicable diseases in 
Alberta, said Friday there is 
Bet Was In Poor Taste 
LONDON tAP)  - -  Simon 
Mahon, a Roman Catholic 
member of Parliament, 
complained Monday that 'the 
British bookmaking firm 
Ladbroke's i taking beta off 
who will succeed Pope Paul 
VI. 
He said he wrote a letter to 
Ladbroke's protesting "in 
the most fervent erms about 
Columbia visit, toria. 
The royal visitors received 
the welcome when they 
arrived at the legislative 
buildings for the official 
greeting from Premier- and 
bL,'s. Bill Bennett. 
The royal visitors arrived 
on schedule from Edmonton 
aboard a Royal Air Force 
Andover and were greeted in 
bright sunshine by 
Provincial Secretary Grace 
The car,s top was 
up for most of the trip to 
Victoria but was removed 
just outside the c!ty to give 
people along the route a 
better look at the visitors. 
Drowning In Skeena River 
An officer in the U.~. Coast 
Guard was drowned in the 
Skeena River last week, but 
his 10 year old daughter was 
saved in a dramatic rescue 
by a local man. 
Commander William 
Baxley, 37, was canoeing 
down the Skeena River 
between Usk and Terrace 
Thursday when the craft was 
upset. 
The daughter, who was 
wearing a lffejacket, was 
spotted floating down the 
river by local resident 
Donald Richard who swam 
from the north side of the' 
Skeena to the middle of the 
river to rescue the girl. 
The body of Commander 
Baxley who was not wearing found, but searcll ana rescue 
a life .jacket, has not been squads are still searching. 
Crime On Holiday 
The holiday weekend was 
quiet for Terrace RCMP, them of a serious nature, and 
possibly because of the rainy received three complaints of
weather, house, disturbances on 
One person was charged Friday. No charges were 
with driving while under the laid. 
influence on Saturday night Sidney Mills of Terrace 
and seven other parsons wil lappoarincourtatalatsr 
were lodged in cells over- date to face a charge of 
night as a result of liquor impaired driving and 
related offenses, dangerous driving after his 
RCMP attended to seven vehicle failed to stop for a 
house complaints hroughout routine check.in the down- 
Saturday evening, none of town area Sunday night. 
Mermaid  E l reen Toovey re laxes  amid  a sea of te letype tape  behind the 
HERALD float, whi le repor ter  Donna Val l ieres and Ed i tor  E rn ie  Senior  
p repare  for the next edit ion of the Ter race-K i t imat  HERALD now 
ce lebrat ing  its 70th. B i r thday.  
Minister Dennis Timbrell 
said Monday that 15 
residents in Oxford County, 
near Woodstock and in Delhi, 
1 Idlometres west of Simcoe, 
have been quarantined in 
their homes under the Public 
Health Act after being in 
contact with polio virus.. 
Timbrell said in a news re- 
lease that laboratory tests 
have confirmed that one 
parson from the area has 
paralytic polio and another 
has non-paralytic polio. 
Two others from the same 
area have, hoen clinically 
diagnosed as having 
ralytie polio but 
oratory confirmation has 
not yet been made, 
TWO DIAGNOSED 
In Norwich, a town of 1,800 
near Woodstock, about 1,400 
people were immunized at 
clinics late last week after 
two people from the area 
were diagnosed as having 
polio.' 
About 500 residents were 
vaccinated in Delhi, where 
students from the 
their appaili/tg taste." 
"We are electing a suc- 
cessor to Jesus Christ and 
that is not a matter for 
Ladbrake's," the Labor 
party legislator said. 
Ladbrake's lists Sergio 
Cardinal Pignedoli of Italy 
the 540-2 favorite, meaning a 
$2 bet would win $5 if Car- 
dinal Pigsedoli s selected. 
I Thank You Terrace-Kitimat For A Great Parade! I I !  
r 
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Divided World Unites.In Tributes To .Pope Paul. Vl 
VATICAN CITY (AP) -- 
Leaders of a divided world 
temporarily put aside their 
differences Monday to pay 
tribute to the man who tried 
to bring their countries and 
peoples together. 
Words of sorrow and 
praise for Pope Paul V1 
came from East and West, 
from Communists and 
capitalists, from religious 
leaders and secular ones. 
Flags in many countries flew. 
at half-mast in mourning for 
the Pope, who died Sunday 
night at the age of 80. 
Memorial masses were 
scheduled around the world. 
The Pope, who headed the 
55n-million.member Roman 
Catholic Church for more 
than 15 years, was eulogized 
as "a pioneer for church 
unity," and "a tirefess volco 
of human conscience." 
Canadian Prime Minister with Socialist countries" and thefar comers of the world." 
Trudeau said the Pope's "declared maw times in Egypt's President Anwar 
death will be mourned not. favor of consolidating Sadat praised the Pope for 
only by Roman Catholics, universal peace, lessening his efforts to "lay down the 
but by "all men and women international tensions, foundation for peaceful 
who appreciate the value of 
wise moral eadership in our 
time." 
The Soviet newspaper lz- 
vestla, in an article by its 
correspondent i  Rome, said 
the Pope "did a lot for 
normalization of relations 
Middle,East....'!' 
Shlom0 Goren, Israel's 
chief rabbi, said the Pope 
"left his mark on the historic 
period after the holocaust in 
achieving disarmament." coexistence between Europe by trying to remove 
nations." In a message the chronie hatred between 
SOURCE OF INSPIRATION broadcast over Cairo radio, Christianity and Judaism." 
U.S. President Carter said Sadat said he and his country In Zaire, where 60 per cent 
earlier that Pope Paul was had "lest a personal friend of the population is Roman 
"a source of great moral in- who exerted positive and . Catholic, President Mch'uin 
spiration ... earrying the effective fforts for reaching SeseSekoarderedthreedays 
message ofpeaee and love te a "genuine peace in the of national mourning end 
directed that flags be  "a  tireless pioneer for 
lowered to half.staff. F lags'  church, unity" who "will 
in New Delhi, the capital of undoubtedly occupy an ex- 
India, also were flown at ulted niche in the history of 
half-staff in honor of the man inter-church relations." 
Prime Minister MorsJi Deaai 
described as a "righter for Anglican bishops meeting 
peace and harmony in this' aL the Lambeth Conference 
troubled world." in Canterbury, England, sent 
Archbishop Chrysostemos, ~ a telegram of condolence to 
head of the Autoeephalus the VaUean for the death of 
Greek Orthodox Church of "our brother in Christ.... God 
Cyprus, said Pope Paul was grant him eternal peace." 
Vatican City Jammed As Thousands Queue For LastLook 
VATICAN CITY AP Clad in 
red, lying on a green velvet 
bier, the body of Pole Paul 
VI was viewed dy thousands 
of mourning faithful at the 
papal summer palace 
Monday.jat he Vatican, a 
senior prince of the Roman 
Catholic C urch, Carlo 
cardinal ConJa lon ier i ,  aS,' 
wielded a hammer and 
chisel and smashed the late 
Pope's Ring of the Fisher- 
man, marking the end of his 
reign,The cardinals, rising in. 
from around the world, must 
go into secret eonc ave 
within 14 days to cheese a 
new pope, 263rd pontiff of the 
church and successor to the 
flshernan, St. Peter.One 
possible candidate, F ranz  
Cardinal Koenir, 73, of 
ofkaustria quickly xpressed 
reluctance, saying in a 
A Vicuna fnT.d'v-lmv Ire- (tue~ 
net deem himself suitable 
and suggesting that a 
younger isneeded and that a 
hlack or Asian pope is a 
possibility,Three Italian 
cardinals, an Argentine and 
a Dutchman are among the 
others prominently men- 
tioned as potential suc- 
cessors to Pope Paul VI, who 
died Sunday night after a 
heart attack, 51 days before 
his 8lst birthday.550 
MILLION CATHOLICSThe 
body of the man who led the 
world's 550 million Roman 
Catholics for 15 years lay in 
state Monday in the Swiss 
Room of. the papal summer 
palace in the Alban Hills just 
south of Rome.Four Swiss 
Guards, in . their 
Michelangelo designed 
yellow and blue striped 
• uniforms, stood locked at 
attention around the body. A 
nine font white candle was on 
the right and a silver cross 
on the left.By late afternoon prolonging itself with the Wednesday and will lie in expected to start Aug 9.1 dinal Willebrands, 68, of the mentioned are Pericle its Geneva, Switzerland, 
more then l0,000 persene had inevitable physical and sis.to,for thr.e....e da~ in_S!. In the interim, French- Netherlands. . . .Felici, 67,'a member of headquarters .prnised..Pope 
filed across the marble mental weakening." . .t,eter s uasmca, tm ~at- born Jean Cardinal Viliot is Ot~r young~., cardinals several.Curia congregations Paul VI, ..wn° acuvmy 
floorsandpast the tapestried At a Vatican meeting of. urday itwill.be buried,.in a .  officially head of the church names as pessmdities are who • became wellknown fostered the movement 
walls of the 90 by 30 foot cardinals already in Rome. mplecanm, m me crypt no- in his role as papal cham- George.Basil Hume, 55~ ~ when he ran the day-today towa.r~i ecume.~m am~ig 
salon to view the body. ~ 1  Confal~uleri, dean neath the basilica eftera sol- berlain ' ~ngiano; mxreo uengsen, business of the second Vail- churches; as usvm8 m u 
Thousands of othem ateod in of the £ollege of Cardinals, :emnfunerul mass attended Pone" Paul VI i~d " 56, o f  Berlin; and Joseph can ecumenical Council: "'the foundation for a new 
line outside, six abreast, carried out the anelent ritual by religions and political bron~lened the international. Ratzinger,51,aleadingWest. Corradol Urai, .V0,.~ and  .and last ing communion 
many singing hymns.Among of breaking the carved gold leaders, from. around the representation in the College German.t.heologs~: • . . . .  Salvatore :Pappalardo, ~.' .mneng all : Christina .ehur- 
those paying their respects ring, depicting St. Peter and :wor ld. .  . , . of Cardinals and this raises uut..wtth 27 It~.la.ns .mr- • Messages of condolences cries:" : . .'. . . 
were Italian President a fishin= boat. that Pope A mrma= nmeeay the most.serious possibility m'mg. the mng.m.c sin.gin, m~: 'began arriving, from Ang~.~n b~h_ops.ga.mereo. 
. . . . .  ri Sandro Pertini.The black VIwore as the s mbol mourning pe od follows of a non-Itullan pope .in mvot.esan.uw!meen~mn~eox. statesmen and religious lncante.~. urY,pngm~u,s.ent 
irun gates of the palace were ~a~l ~authority. Ane~v ring •Each -• day a ea~iiusl Or modem history The last tra muun n.emm mere: me leaders; : . . .  a letter o[ conao~nee saying 
shutatT:15 p.m. daspitethe will be fitted for the new rank.i .~ prelate ..wllLsay a nonItallanwas Adrian VI, a rein r~ce m expectee t° ee United Natiom Secretary- ' they. _were: -'pretouna~y 
protests of hundreds till in rope ~ spectat mass zor me t'opa m Dutchman who was Pope in an~ong me I.t.aliaus. , ' .  L General .Kurt Waldhelm, moved_ a! u~, seam..~ me 
line outside. Palace officials ~- ' mee teda St Peter's ' Atanoth~_ ring y, . N ' OC SS 1522-23 L ' . ~omeot me names mcet echalng.:the sentiments o f . .Ho ly l ra~er . . . . . .  . 
said the body would beon thecordinakareexpeetedte E LECTIO .PR E . . . . . . .  Basides Cardinal Keenly, .frequently mentioned are many, *issued a statement ' .The Soviet government 
public view again decide on details of the Then 115 earttinam efigime already ruled out by sonde car~n.ais..Sergto_Pi .g~edoli_, : Monday :saying: "At h is :  newspaper, lZ.vestla .said 
tuday.CELEBRATE funeral and discuss the to elect the next pope--15 observers hecause of hla age, ee,;~eoasdano _~ag~0, ~,  passing we salute the con- vope..ra.m, .w.no.~ugnt a 
MASSIn Vatican City, thnin~ of the conclave to overngeg0cannotvote--will leading non-Italian can- ann uiovanm ~enelll, 57. slantchampi0nofhumanlly etmren.stateuntea,wwjm~ 
hundreds crowded the ~eeta successor, gather in secret e~nslave~ didetes are Eduardo Car- mrmer right-hanu man ot and a tireless fighter for Communist bl~, ..ran a ~ . 
central nave of St. Peter's The Vatican en~tncnd the Sistine Chapel to beg dinal Pironio, 58. an the late Pope. ' peace." for normanzauon . oz 
Basllica on Monday evening the Popes body will be the process of finding a Argentinisn of "Italian de. FELICIMENTIONED A statement from the relattonswithSoelalisteoun- 
us about 50 prelates, ln- brought o the vatican on successor. "~'ne concmve m scent, and Johannes Car- Other Italian cardinals World Cennell of Charches at tries." 
eluding Paolo Cardinal . 
Marelia, celebrated the first 
mass for the sould of.Pope ' . - -  ~ . . . . . .  ~ m 
Paul VI.As St. Peter's hells 
tolled in the cloudy evening, 
one of the celebrant priests 
spoke of the pontiff's 
premonitions of death: 
"About 40 days ago in this 
basilica the Pope said it 
would have been his last 
celebration in St. Peter's. 
This premonition, however, 
did not frighten him. The 
serene passage to the full 
light was the last act of Pope 
Paul.'"'He died the way he 
wanted to," Pope Paul's 
close friend and successor as 
archbishop of Milan, 
Giovanni cardianl Colombo, 
• said earlier Monday.He said 
the Pope told him privately 
years ago he had decided not 
to retire because veryone 
advised him "the Catholne 
world is not prepared to have 
• a retired po~,, alongside a 
reigning pope.' Yet, he said, 
the Pope feared "old age 
Death Bus Tested 
Same Day of i)rash 
EASTMAN, Que. CP - The 
bus in which .40 people 
plunged to their deaths late 
Friday was tested and found 
safe the day it began its ill 
:fated trip, the son of the bus 
owner said. 
"My father.tested that bus 
himself on Friday morning 
and the brakes held very 
well," said 16 year old Andre 
Boldue, sone of Gilles 
Bolduc; 
"When he hit the brakes, 
the bus fires really dug into 
the ground," Andre said of 
the 24 year old bus. 
"He told me the only thing 
he had to change in that bus 
was a booster. I'm not even 
sure what that is. but it had 
nothing to do with the 
brakes." 
Andre said'in an interview 
his 35 year old father was 
suffering from nervous 
exhaustion as a result of the 
accident and was staying 
friends in nearby Magog. 
'BLAME FATHER' 
"Everybody's blaming my 
father now, but what people 
should remember is that my 
father knew people and had 
friends on the bus too," 
Andre said. 
"He was very close friends 
with Leo RaKe one of the 
victims; they were chums." 
Andre said the phone rang 
at the Boldsc's about 1 a.m. 
Saturday. 
"My father was asleep 
when he got the calL As he 
was dressing he was mat- 
toting: 'It can't he true. It 
can't he true. 
"I got dressed and went 
with him. At one point he 
started bawling his eyes out. 
"We got there md he 
reported to police. Then he 
and the driver Denis Martel 
spent the night in a 
restaurant. They must have 
drunk two gallons of coffee." 
BOUGH OLD BUS 
Andre •said his father 
opened his own tran- 
sportation firm, Gilles 
Bolduc Transport, three 
years ago. His. father hod 
bought he bus nine months 
ago from a large Sherbrooke 
company, Lessard Bus 
Lines, and part of the pur- 
chase contract stipulated 
that the bus was in good 
working order. 
Three months after pur- 
chase, the motor broke down 
and the bus was out of 
commission for two months 
undergoing repairs, he said. 
The company had tran- 
sported the region's men- 
tally and physically ban, 
dicapped almost dadly for 
three years with no an- 
cidenta, Andre said, with his 
father, a qualified mechanic, 
doing many of his own, 
repairs and the six buses 
being inspected regularly by 
Quebec and Ottawa tran- 
sport department officials. 
WagonDays 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace. B.C. VSG IU  
630-8111 
. . . .  Dealer Licence Number 0~'056A 
HO: I~ 'DA Test drivea Honda today. 
A LOTTA HERE 
LOTO PACK 
FORALOTTA THEYARE!  
August 4th LOTO PEOPLE Loto Canada Winners 
I FOR GROUP PURCHASES 
".,, 
It's a Group Purchase I0 Pack 
with each ticket guaranteed to be 
of a different series. 
P lus  a special "green" bonus • 
package which could contain a $25 
12 PRIZES OF $1 MILLION 
2323540,.,.,,$1 MILLION 3973591,,,,.,$1 MILLION 
-973591.*****$10 '000 
. .::~ , :~-73591. . . , ( *~1P000 
- - -3540,* , , * .$200 - - -3591.* , ***$200 
~- - -540 .* ' ** . .$50  - - - -591 .*****$S0 , s  
6022945. . . * **$1  MILLION ' 1443225.**~, ,$1  MILLION 
-022945. . *** .$10 '000  -443225.*****$10f000 
- -22945.*****$1~000 --4322S******$"1P000 
- - -2945.***** t200  - - -3225.*****$200 
. . . .  945 .*****$50 . . . . .  225******$50 
6467650.*****$ I  MILL ION 2184724.*****$1  MILL ION 
-467650.*****$10P000 -184724.*****$10~000 
- -67650.*****$ IP000 - -84724.*****$1r000 
- - -7650. . . . . .$200 . . . . .  4724.**** .$200 
- , - -650 .*****$50 - - - -724 .**** ,$50  
6307633.***,,$1 MILLION 7158055,.,,,,$1 MILLION 
"307633, . . * **$10,000  -158055,*****$10,000 
- -07633.*****$ IP000 - -58055.*****$1P000 
- - -7633.*****$200 - - -8055******$200 
- - ' -633 .**** .$50  - - ' -055 .*****$S0 
3589145. . . . * *$"1  MILLION 3239943.*** . **$ I  MILLION 
-589145.** . **$10~000 -239943.** , **$10,000 
--89145.*****$"1~000 "-39743.*****$IP000 
- - -9145.*****$200"  , - - -9943.*****0200 
.. . . . .  145.*****$50 . . . .  943******$50 
236S104.*****$ I  MILL ION 4603874.* . ***$1 MILL ION 
-365184.*****$10~000 -603874.*****$10~000 
- -65184 ' . . * **$1 ,000  - '03874.*****$1P000 
- - -5184.*****$200 - - -3874,*****$200 
. . . .  184 , . , . , ,$50  , - - - -874 , , , , , ,$50  i 
) 
8 PRIZES OF $100,000" 
.4928465 25"15295 • 6704134 7537648 " 3398030 ' 247864C 
6003547 2253685 : . 
"I~ere will be one main draw prize awarded for each complete7 digit icket number drawn. 
In the event of discrepancy between the above list and the official computer print-out 
, Of randomly selected prize winning numbers, th~ latter shall prevail. . 
if you are a Loto Canada $50.00 winner:. 
Most Rnancial Institutions branches Will cash LorD Canada aS0.00 
winning tickets for one month starting ,Wednesday August 9th. 
Fill Out the  coupon on the If,you cannot  take advantage of  
back  of your  t icket and present the OR this service, fo l low inst ruct ions  on Instant i 'VE__  money x.neque, complete icket for payment,  the back of  your  w inn ing  ticket. 
A ONE INRVE CHANCE YOU WIN SOMETHING. 
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Bed-a-thon participants dodged raindrops 
Monday afternoon in the annual dash down 
Lakelse Avenue sponsored this year by the 
Public Service Alliance. 
First place winner was the Meals on Wheels 
41011/6 
DIFFEREPtT WIN WITH 
3NE"SUPER SURPRISE PACKAGE 
Tile ~ KEEPS GErFING BETTER 
A~Vl~~na~~~TI~°~K~'°~T! 
, :00000,o,000" 
I ..# I ...... - - _ .  
OE~L'7.,OOO,,,n_n" 
~.  = I T/ .q.4e~ 
.~ zzzzzzz  
3 POSSIBLE CENTRE PORTION SURPRISES 
A ONE IN FIVE CHANCE YOU WIN SOMETHING. 
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bed, while the student nurses took home the 
booby prize for their valiant efforts. 
Thornhill Fire Department won an honorary 
award and the B.C. Government Employees 
Union won a prize for the best entry. 
• ~ 
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~, .~  
.~ 
difference a 
a price makes. 
See for yore'self at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES ~ 4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C, VBG 1L8 636-6171 Dealer Licence 02066A 
HO~D~ Te~drix~a Honda today. 
g r a m  
EDITORIAL 
Almost until the very morning of the Parade, 
itself, it seemed the idea of the HERALD to save 
the RIVERBOAT Days Parade was an exercise 
in futility. 
Many felt - if they felt anything at all - it was 
"not enough notice". Two weeks was too short an 
interval to organize a parade with any hope of a 
turnout. 
The first step, just two Tuesdays ago, was to 
get approval from the Terrace council to hold the 
parade on the date selected - a Sunday - and to 
ask for a portion of the "Captain Cook" 
celebrations money, • for prizes. 
And, from the start, that seemed jinxed when 
council vetoed permission to hold the parade on 
the one date asked for. However, the HERALD 
went along with the Council decision, and settled 
for a Saturday date, even though some 
businesses said this would make it difficult for 
them to participate and operate their stores at 
the same time. 
Word came from Prince Rupert hat that city, 
(which had held a phenomenally successful "Sea 
Fest" parade afew weeks earlier) had they been 
approached in time, would have been able and 
willing to send in from 20 to 40 decorated floats, 
with their queen and princesses and even Prince 
Rupert himself - ostrich plumed cockade hat, 
ruffled shirt, velvet weskit, buckle shoes and all I 
But notice was too short and they couldn't make 
it this year. 
So, for awhile, it seemed the HERALD was 
backing a losing propositio~i. 
The usual clique, who. enjoy weeping at 
funerals, mourning at gravesides, and predic- 
ting the End is At Hand, were not slow to seize 
the opportunity to commiserate with us, while 
sharpening up their quiver of "I told you so's" in 
preparation for the event. 
And, each day, as the record hot dry weather 
continued, the chances of the weekend being 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT, 
By Richard Jackson 
Ottawa, - Shed a tear for Parliament's "Class 
of '72" if Prime Minister Trudeau calls an Oc- 
tober election, last Tuesday, notwithstanding - 
his "no election at this time" speach. 
And as the clock ticks, if there ;~, to be an 
election in October, it must come on a Monday, 
which would make it October 16, 23, or 30. 
Because they have so much to lose -- and not 
Who Said it Couldn't Be Done? 
turned into a long awaited wet spell, grew 
greater and greater. Surely the drought would 
have to break - soon. And... what rain can do to 
parade floats is notoriously disastrous. 
Timidly, almost, the first entrants in the 
parade enquired at the HERALD. Even the 
newly reorganized Welcome Wagon put out a 
feeler. Did we know where there might be a type 
of covered wagon and a horse to pull it? There 
was a rurnour that the Golden Rule was going 
Metric (I made that up!) but that the Golden 
Ruler was still game to enter was confirmed in 
short measure - and that gave us two entries, 
anyway. 
Efforts to reach the Wally Byam Airstream 
caravan, to ascertain what the chances were of 
some of its 140 silver vehicles and 250 passengers 
taking part failed, time and again, when 
promised call-backs were not received. At- 
tempts to reach it by short wave radio fizzled out 
for reasons too lengthy to describe here. 
Meanwhile, back at the HERALD, one of the 
two reporters was called away on family matters 
so could not make it that weekend. Attempts to 
come up with a Capt. Cook costume and other 
period garb met with a consistent lack of suc- 
cess. 
If any further complications were required to 
make the organizing and oversight of the parade 
"impossible" they were there. The Com- 
monwealth Games were taking place the same 
Long Weekend, the Airstream Caravan would be 
in town from Thursday to Sunday, the regular 
Riverboat Days needed coverage during the 
same period - and Saturday, Sunday and the 
Long Weekend Monday meant hree days during 
which there would be no newspaper produced - 
and, with the Friday's paper put out during 
Thursday afternoon - a four day backlog of news 
to be crammed into Tuesday's HERALD, was 
almost impossible. 
Class of '72 
leaving 'the taxpayers out in the Inflationary 
Cold. 
The irony of this situation is that it is this very 
federal "public sector" which has had charge of 
the economy and must be held responsible for 
the economic mess that sends inflation up and 
the dollar down. 
Yet 'they are protected -- and they did the 
• just their seats in the Commons which is the protecting- from their own folly, or whatever it
hazard of any' election any time - their .was that has the economiC machine grinding its 
parliamentary -pension, you can almost vision gears, spinning its wheels and advancing at only 
a fraction more than zero. 
It might even be said that since inflation 
transfers wealth from one class to another, the 
parliamentarians and the public servants have a 
vested interest in inflation. 
For they're Alright Jack, while the rest of us 
are caught up in the price swirl to higher and 
higher altitudes. 
It could be argued -- and would be difficult o 
refute - that since failures of government policy, 
as put together "by public servants and 
parliamentarians, are the causes of inflation, 
indexing public sector pensions is like loading 
the lifeboats of a sinking ship with the crew. 
But so far the attitude of the public sector crew 
has been to let the passenger taxpayers swim for 
it. 
As veteran New .Democratic MP Stanley 
Knowles, the "conscience ofthe Commons" has 
said, it was "the shame of Parliament to index 
its own pension" along with that of the public 
service. 
"Disgraceful," isanother word he has used for 
it. 
So if the boys of the "Class of '72" miss the six- 
year indexed pension boat and have to "swim for 
it," then tough -- but they'll at least know how the 
rest of us feel. 
Novel Way to Win 
ATLANTA tAP) -- "This is a political gim- 
Asserting that the news rnicktoget some attention," 
media have hypnotized the said Bellnso, an Atlanta 
people of Georgia, a businessman, "It seemed 
Democratic andidate in like Guy. (George) Busbee 
today's gubernator ia l  had everything wrapped up, 
primary has begun trying to The news media were acting 
hypnotize voters in television as his press agent. They had 
advertisements, the people hypnotized. They 
"Do not be afraid. I am said he was a shoo-in and 
placing the name of Nick can't be beat. 
Belluso in your subconscious "I thought I had to do 
mind," a hypnotist dressed something toneutralize that 
in a monk's robe and Arab man's, publicity . . . .  I 
beadress says in a corn- thought I'd be a little more 
mercial. "You will re- honest--I'd hire a real 
member this. You will vote hypnotist and go with that." 
onelection day. Youwill vote Lee Sheridan, WATU 
Nick Bellaso for governor." station manager, said that as 
The ad, which has been long as a candidate has been 
turned down by several certified by the state, "it 
Georgia television stations, becomes extremely difficult, 
began running Sunday night if not impossible, for us to 
on WATU-TV in Augusta. censor what he has to say." 
the "Class of'72" down on its knees praying that 
Pierre lets the date slip over into November. 
If it's any of the October dates, six years will 
not have elapsed since the election on October 30, 
1972. 
For the qualifying six years isn't reached until 
the next day. 
And since elections can't be held Tuesdays, the 
first available date after October 30 will be 
Monday November 6. 
But if the PM goes for any of the October dates 
- and the faint echoes in the whispering allery 
on Parliament Hill are that he will - the "Class 
of '72" can kiss that pension goodbye. 
Close only counts in horseshoes. 
And should the date turn out to be October 30, 
one day before fulfillment of the six-year pension 
qualifying parliamentary service requirement, 
well, tough, but no cigar. 
Cigar, hell. 
More like something around $4,000 for the rest 
of the MP's life, even should he lose the election, 
and more, much, much more for as long as he 
may hang in for future Parliaments. ' 
Six years short a qualifying day, or as long as a 
week or two weeks, should the election be .called 
earlier in October - how close can you come? 
But where other than Parliament can you get a 
life-time pension after only six years? 
Or, if you run your string of election wins out 
for years as some Honorable Members have 
done, can you come in for $18,0007 
So you dont't go into mourning for your 
Friendly Neighborhood MP if he happens to be a 
member of the "Class of '72" and is having the 
jitters. 
For he is a member also of the so-called 
federal "public sector," parliamentarians and 
public servants who feathered their own pension 
nest with indexing against the cost of living while 
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VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Premier Bill Bennett sent death of Pope Paul the world 
Monday a telegram of has lost one of its strongest 
condolence on the death forces for peace. 
Sunday of Pope Paul VI to "His meetings with world 
the Most Reverend Angelo leaders,'part of his constant 
Palmas, the Vatican's search for peace, con- 
There were technical problems piling up, too 
involved to go into, here, other than to mention 
the Darkroom developer, heated by the hot spell, 
washed out some rolls of vital negatives that 
could not be replaced. Simply adding extra 
pages to carry the special events in photos and 
news stories is not that simple, either, as once 
the paper eaches o many pages, added staff is 
needed to fold the extra sections in, compose the 
extra layouts, set the extra type which, in turn 
delays the time the paper comes off the press.~, 
and throws off the deliveryman making his 
rounds which, in turn, can throw off the paper 
carriers who rightly expect their bundles .of 
papers to be at their do~rs lep at a certain time 
every morning. To further complicate matters, 
if the papers are not addressed and wrapped by a • 
certain time they will miss the mail, which 
means thnse who get their papers through the 
Post Office will have to wait another day. 
So there you have a look at some of the scenes 
behind the scenes of the 1978 Riverboat Days 
Parade. 
As most of our readers know, by now the 
Parade, confounding all doomsayers, was an 
outstanding success. The streets were lined with 
an estimated 2,000 persons. From the start of the 
8 a.m. Lion's pancake breakfast on the 
Woolworth parking lot, ~ople began assembling 
in the downtown area in preparation for the 
/ 
event. Horses came ciop-clopping down the 
metalled streets - all sizes and colour of horses - 
b ig ,  medium, small, Morgans, Quarter.. hors~, 
Thoroughbreds, Arabians, American, ~neuana, 
and Welsh - and others. Riders, in smartly 
turned out riding habits or Western costume 
added to the distinctiveness of the occasion. 
And, to everyone's surprise, one by one the 
array of decorated floats began to appear. And 
on the floats, cleverly made up and ingeneously 
costumed characters posed. 
Behind it all, from the start of the' pancake 
breakfast until the last float had been retired at 
the end of the parade, the solid work of the 
various Lions clubs was apparent. That hard- 
working group of dedicated men with their 
female auxiliaries, were simply "terrific". 
It would be self-defeating to attempt in this 
editorial to list the many organizations and in- 
dividuals who played a leading part in bringing 
success to an undertaking that appeared doomed 
from-the very start. But, for the less than half- ' 
dozen staff of the HERALD who were able to see 
it through, itwas a pleasant surprise; and - as a 
labour of love, with no monetary inducement, 
there was great satisfaction i  realizing that by 
taking up a community enterprise that had been 
dropped, and making a go of it, the HERALD can 
now become further involved in community 
enterprises - as only a local daily paper can do. 
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Riverboat Da~s Parade clown Diana Rye matches 
embonpoint w~th Debbie Toovey, stout-hearted driver 
of the HERALD float, (in baekground) Saturday 
morning just as the parade was ~etting underway. 
representative in Ottawa. 
"The world has lost a 
spiritual and moral leader 
whose dignity and quiet 
strength will always be 
,'em(,mbt, red," the lelegram 
said, With tht,, mttmwly 
tributed immensely to 
greater understanding These representatives of the 140 Airstream 
between nations-an un- trailers spending a 3-day visit in Terrace took 
derstanding which we part in the HERALD's Riverboat Days Parade 
e,',r ne:,l y pray will 
ultimately lead In enduring Saturday morn,nil. Sunday. the ndles-long 
peat.,.." ('onvoy w(,r(, off for an 8-day visil i:~ ! rml(  
1 
, 
4 
Afew hours later -at 2:30, Debbie wasin hospital with 
a new son -Chadwin Adam Toovey, who weighed in at 6 
lb. 15. 
Couldn't have timed it better. 
Rupert - me tarmest extremity ot meir land trip. 
On August 14 they begin the long journey back to 
Sand Point. Idaho. U.S.A.. where they are due 
Sc,1~tvI~bm. 2nd. 
s~ ~c~ 
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AUG.'9 TO. 
t SA'~RC)A~r ,=u~..l,#.,'107S 
A A 
WESTERN FAMILY - -  FROZEN 
HASH 
BROWNS 
2LB 
BAGS 
YORK BRAND --  FROZEN " 
B.C. GRANULATED 
10 
KG 
BAG 
WHEE III BONE IN - -  BEEF BLADE 
RllfCHUCK 
S 
CANADA 
GRADE 
JU ICE  
12.5 
FL OZ 
TIN .-- / 
IN 
C( 
OVEF 
MOTHER HUBBARD BRANDBREAD WHOLE WHEAT i 5  II|ICARNA~ON 
16 OZ SLICED LOAF ~ ~ m m  
YORK -- B.C. GROWN - FROZEN ~ w v r  r ~~= GREEN ~=AS I 
~-- - -FANCYQUAL ITY  2 BBAGU~M MAI l l - -  NoNI .  DAIRY 
• ~ CREAMER 
CHO¢, BRINK. 7 ' . ! i  . t60Z JAR 1LITRE CARTON • I V 
DAIRYLAND -- PEACH or STRAWBERRY 
YOGURT SHAKE 5 
2 250 ML CARTONSI 
FAMILY 
ICED TEA 
O~RW~ -- "R~ 
CHOICE," SUCED MOCK 
CHICKENLo&  
F~CHER'S  
GARLIC ...FT.. 1.;iliM I ++PIJ MARGARINE LB MAKES A CONT, ~ COOL, ,,MADE FROM 100% PURE VEG. OIL REFRESHIN I~ i~I~I I IO i lH i~OAU~A'  ' i ~ . .  
'QUAKER -- FOR BREAKFAST A X I. DRINK 
LIFE CEREAL I~~ I 
,,o;.~,,o =1, ,ev  I ', 24 OZ rir I , 16 oz  VAC PKG 
..u...vou. D...s "E""°---- --' CR- -os  S R IB  =u=.c. 4iB~.v~io97 i=reezeroagslIVIINEGAR IN FOUR VARIETIES = PKG • • PINTS 
WESTERN FAMILY BRAND ___  Q"UARTS 2 ~l l l i8  II -- - - -128  ' d &  Q ROASTe COOKI ..... i;#c~, O~tl  ..oo... P,O, - - - - , ,  ~ o= - ' - ' -  
IN FOUR VARIETIES PKG i ~ V  POULTRY FOR 
WESTERN FAMILY--SNACK I ~  | |SURF- POWDERED-LAUNDRY | WESTERN FAMILY -- LIQUID FABRIC i 
CAKE MIXESo~ 7Oi l  IDeTSnOeNTO191 so~mm 001 ~E ,N CANADA GRADE 
'N THREE VARI, ETIES PKGI n v I 2KGBOX/ !  64FLOZJUGI~~ BEEF i /7  
F..,._s...o° 'l ',.--YOU...,.SM..S 
.=ss,.o ,,,,:, 701 --'--'*'~':'"'F'~C°"°'*'°N':':'°"49 SUMMGHT 14UI  SHAMPOO ~l m 
GREAT ON SANDWICHES TOO • B y  I 24FLOZBTL I ~ @  l 3TYPES 350 ML BOTTLE I • I 
CHOICE -- ASSORTED 
CANTALOUPES, 
HONEYDEW 
MELONS, 
CRENSHAW or 
CASABA 
MELONS 
PER 
LB 
NORGO~ : -S  
VARIETY 
10 CEl lO  )ER BAG B 
welcome awaits you at Awarm Overwaitea 
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es  st i l l  m o r n  I n  l~eds  s ide  . --'-i-~+;i;;~;~"i'-~t-i~ ............................ ' Bray . g inllrnlfloea, u l  S m 
By The +l~s.od•ted Pree.s' seoreda 164vi~eetOVi~ste,~  Detroit Tigers t l~a l l  ~ ~ ~nninhnO~e~l r I%~?~ | |  Groomr AN'v  ,fl 
The fifth-place Atlanta ttous and halts rain:abbreviate g pod U 
Braves remained a thorn in 44-gamehit.tingstreak M. ~ Fame exhibition game at hand the Royals their fifth [~ PETS nF~UTIFUL i ~. 
Cincinnati's side Monday process. Thin MOnasy mght, Cooperstown, N.Y. The less m seven games. M Y~ 
night, scoring a 5-3 victory Mlc~ey l~.lder.an.d Gone contest, which annuau.y ac; Pin.ch-rutmer .Juli 9 Cruz ~ ~1~ 1 ,1 ,me, ,  w-x~r -~ 
and dropping the Reds to G.arocr limit~ +me.mnaU .to com~nies+.ec.~momm as~ ' ~ on a w!~.o, pi.toh by ~ ~ i q.~-L  ~ + JLJHU~q,T~ 
second place in the Natlonal sm .hi.t..~-teavmg e.~o~__ the ~..s~q)au. s.m.ne, wa ~I~. Ferzan.ows.x.im.me.z~m 1 ~ / • .1~ ~r~ = 
League's West Division. one-nau game ano .oos haiteo~fter mx Innings. n mmng, senmng me manners # ~ I A I I Dreeus  
Jt~t a week ago, Braves behind San Francisco..  Dale Murphy had an .RBI past the Twinsy, who rallied ~[ ~ J " - -  . 
Rod Gilbreath drove in two. triple in the fern's an a.a. from ~e.attles tive-run ~ ~W,a i~v~i"  ~ta: . . : . .  at . . . .  : . .  
• 1 ~ with a sacrtfLee fly and sacrifice fly in ~ e~blb, fourth lamng, .~  ~ vuiFllumil;p giuvnllSUllt p
K n l n  T~InY .~ asueceesfulsuicldssquec~e while the other Atlanta run In late games on the West ~ ~ a=l , , I , .o i , ,  ~ • 
j . .~.nj~.tocl~a.~.+..+,+, b untasBraveabeat theReds_  + eceredonalmmedhal lhy Coast,.the Oakland . .  ',O . . "I+ . ross  Rib  
++ ++. ,  +oo +, .+++. ,+o.  + , .  ,+  +,+ +___ . _+ oo .__ .  + .  
t~r tT~nx:~r  Seaver's seventh in nine single capped a flve-ru~, l~lgers. + ~ ~ t~ I '~W,~I  ~ ~r ~.  , 
~,~t~J . J t JU t .~y  decisions since the Reds Chicago fourth innmg ~b~ ' 
1~mvla,edhavecwlthth+ ~t.lm.d..~P~,.~it~hed his no- p~n~i'~m_l~chlecua~ ° zp~e~ever )ast the r Pla~ . hitter on June 16. Pirates. Chicago reliever l 
various sports tournaments In other NL games Bruce Sutter got the last out IP . 
sehednied for the River Bnat Monday, the Chicago Cubs ~'.the game to record Ida r, 
Days this weekend in trimmed the Pittsburgh 22nd save. _ ! 
thGreenvllle placed first in 
e native soccer tour- 
nament sponsored by the 
Canyon City Lions. The 
Aiyansh Braves were named 
the most sportsmanlike 
team of the tournament. The 
best goalie,, award went to 
Roland Barton of Kincolity 
while the beat striker was 
Greenville's Earl Stevens. 
The most valuable player 
• was ,41 Steward of Kincolith 
while the most improved 
player was Collen Moore of 
Greenville. The best 
defensive player" was 
Greenville's Ambrose 
Wilson. 
The Cedar Kings mini. 
softball tournament never 
had a winner declared. 
Terrace. ' Pirates 5-4 and the SL Louis Garry Templeton's..RB.I 
Cardinals beat + the single and a two-rtm__ d ou.me 
Philadelphia Phlllica 6-3. by George Hen On~-xt. 
In American League ae- highlighted a fiv~...run... ; 
tion, the Toronto Blue Jays Louis seventh and lifted the 
topped the Baltimore Orioles Cardinals over the Phflliea. 
2-1, the Chicago White Sex Alan Ashby's run-seormg 
bent the Kansas City Itoyals single in the seventh, inning 
5-3 and the Seattle Mariners delivered the winning run 
edged the Minnesota Twins and backed a four-hitter by 
6-5 in 14 innings. Jim Clancy as the Blue Jays 
TIED GAME beat the Orioles. 
New York Mete and Lamar Johnson's three- ` 
- -  FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINE~ 
~UTOVEST 
Before you buy, Invesllpte rite advantages ef It~ls rmlt- 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase, Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power, let aml Md 
• months rent and drive •way. 
• EXAMPLES 
Based on 35 month lease 
In the rust game the i i ' I i i . 
. . . .  ~'~':---" " -S ' " rs  78 P 250 pickUPl 71 Eosnollne Van /8 C leO CMv IL~ 
~ru~-~,m.-.~ m, ., . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  l l :NN~mont l i  ,,,~.,. d,,~oot,,4 h,, ms, P~,dn r S]4e.uup•rmonm I SlS4.ooper munro +. . pm . 
. r . .~v. ,  -a~.s~*s .w . j  ,i,~jL~ v - -  a . . . .  aeu l  Ra, la~l l  . . - - . - -  . , . .11 , . . ,d l . - -  H i and  MI l le  
~ ' ;m.o  ~,  1 .  #~!  oo,,,e ' g R  Mi lN  I I~ ' ' i  I I I l l  WUlla I~n,  l r  - -  r . -  
P'Va~e'-"i~'~ "oI~ S2,17S.00 | 11,975.01 $,.WS.N 
The Cedar Kings then _ 70 Camsro HT| 7e Zephyr Sedan /8 Dodge Van _ 
played Ketchiean, Alaska i 1139.00permeathi $124,00 per month $1=t.Np~.n~.m 
winnings.l, ln the last game i IHsn end pdc, I lease end price l I • am am pr,c• 
before the rain set in, S s2,o20;oo i $1J~.OO L IIA;s.oo 
Tarrace-Kitimat All-Stars II,or simply r~_urni or simply rltwn.[ or simply return II 
defeated Ketchiean 2-1. J 76 Fiest• 3 dr. 1 78 FIS0 4 x 4 I /80 lds  CutlasS j 
_ i 099.00 per month I sm.eopor month I - - . -w  manta i 
"M'~e 1 1  I leese end wicellease end prkel team end ~c• i r l sn ]n~ Is,,-'oo I,:.m.- I - .0 - . -  , +-, l,or simp,~, ,ut.,nlor simply r~,ml,.or simply rmml  
i 
renar t  I FOR FURTHER INFORMATION . I 
r v I CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS I 
Low tide at I0:~0 a.m, of I refLECT987.7111 I 
3.T feet, high tide at S:10 p.m. a • • - - - '  G TO S 
of 14,2 feet. I BELMONT LEASIN L . I 
Douglass (~hanel fishing I IIIOMARINEDRIVE I 
over the weekend was done I . NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. 0.10479A i 
in very Bet, miserable • I 
weather. The heavy rainfall 
has made the rivers flood 
and this has colored the 
channel with a layer of 
murky water. Nothing is so 
had that it is not good for 
something. This-rain has 
helped our forest fire 
problem end possibly the 
colored water will bring 
more Coho in from the 
outside. 
What do you say about a 
weekend of solid rain, I 
queen I could talk about he 
post good fishing or the up. 
and coming Coho fishing, hut 
instead I think I would like to 
say to the many out of town 
fishermen that we had no 
forewarning ofa weekend in 
the rain. 
Some of the far out 
fishermen caught sQme very 
nice salmon with 2 to 30 
pounds and many smaller 
onto reported+ 
F inn  wins 
fonnU]arace ~U~iOr 
+++o.(+,_+ 3nn Rmherg of Finland loft the 
field in the dust Monday as 
he won his third Labatt's 
Canadian Championship ~gg ~l~ultgspgurgtttt ~nom 
Series Formula Atlantic 
race+year .  FORMAL DINING Starting third, Rosberg moved his Excita Chevron 
into the lead on the first lap _1'~ 
and held on until the race Men w.~,m,-,...m.'m- ,m-  :.,, 
was called by darkness after ~ m r ~ 
laps Fn-Sat-Da.m.-la,m, 
"I was very tired by the 
end of the race and it was CLOSED Reservations 
getting very difficult to 236 CITY OTR. SUN. 632-3636 
n co centrate, Rosberg said. 
"It was just too dark. They _ ~+.+ - . . . . .  
should have stopped the race 
..about 10 laps earlier" beef & bottle Several of the other drivers agreed with 
Rmherg. presen'ss + + "The race went on at least 
five laps too long," said 
fonrthplaee 11+11+ Danny ~- -~I I  ~ F ~ ~  iPigg dliR ql EO 
SuUivan from louisville, Ky. 
He finished behind the 
March 78B driven by Price 
the Bait of Bobby Rahal 
from Greenwich Ct. 
Cobb finished second only 
,6s3 seconds behind Rcaberg. 
"I let up on the last couple 
of laps when I knew that 
Cobb couldn't get peg," 
R.berg sald. "There are so D i~O-NG few places to pass on the 
course that It's not hard to i 
keep another ear behind Reservations at the Tudor up until $ p.m. 
you." 
~.ACX C~AS. WED,-SUN. 
BIU Brack from Toronto ' ~ i,m.-S e,m, 
ran in second place unUl lap 
23 when he collided with Oily Otr, ~140 0|S-1300~ 
Rahal while the American p + - -  
was trying to pass him. 
(An wE GlUE YOU 
ilLL THE (OmFORTS 
OF HOME... 
Now you can go anywhere and still have those L ~- -  
comforts of home. Take your vacation this year .~ / 
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. ~-  t'_ i' \ 
Its the only way to gel. ~ ~ . ~  
1676 ASPEN SE .~&N_q 
Station Wagon. Auto Trans. 6cyl.,power windows I i l r ' lVVV 
1574 INTERNATIONAL V2/TON +___ 
Pli)KUP TransPor'ation Special? !" ~ ' 0 1 6 9 6 ~  I 
1016 KAPLUH TENT TRAILER tDdflR 
Pridge, Stove, Excellent condition.' ~p, mr lvv  
1976 BRONCO 4x4 - - ' - - - - - -  
~,.A,, , , , , ,  ~SOUUO 
 mpLv.o,T, V0L.U 
3 Door, V0 Auto. Trans. ' ,qp,,lw-m ,1we 
1674 JIMMY 4x4 - - - - -  
. , , .~vo . .o  ~4HO 
1976 GMO sat, PICKUP gana.~ 
V$ auto trans., power steering " I F " - m ~  
Transpor ta t ion  Spec ia l  
1974 MEBOURY METEOR S ' " "  
"4 door ~/8 auto trans " ' @I  U U O  
1974 I)HEV PICKUP 30 Series t~HS 
Ve 4 speed ' " Ip 'm~w~ 
1078 FORD F260 OREW GAB 
4x4 V8 Auto trans. ' $7196 
1974 DODGE MOIIAO0 t~lK.Ci.q 
2 Door, Ve, Auto trans., I ower steering 11p, w ~ w w  
1972 MAVERIOK 2Door, 6cyl. St•ed•rd ' $1496 
1911 18' SANGSTER + 
166 H,P, Mercury inboard Outb~mrd, Easy load trailer, ' 
Teller - Depth Sounder, Gee:bee Radio, Like new oendltion. 
Leased only 40 hours, . . . .  
' D00727i 
In tic g p Oreselve management,,: 
modem lain and service IlCillllll.,,louno 
dm.'~'.h; ? !L~; % oP::i+.' .~'; ' +;,h.',| :, ~"~+~d:',,~", 
llUn?~lOrdlu:ir~,cl to ownll, of the Ford totally of 
~PREsENTED 
TO: 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales Lid, 
4031 KoiIh 6364964 
I 
B0neln i $~ 
a.,,.d. ,Jli I / I /~ I I  
'r"' "" '" " . '+  ,',-I 
Boneless CrOss Rib i 
,0.,,+ slaQi 
O..d: Gr~ A ~. m.~~]  
Round Steak s --, ~ ~ I 
, - , , . , , , . . ,  ' l t l aU I  
F0~lna0d': Grade A lb. ~ ~/~1 
0ranp Juice 
Bd-. Frozen ~ ~  C 
Oonoentrate (d~ ~l J  
Kidney Beans 
r.te Tell .~  a ~C 
For Bean Salad ~ ~ ~i )  
14 fl.oz, fin ~ for ~ 
*° +Oream Oorn J 
TownHo...se ~ R q  ' 
Green Peas 
i ' . I 
++o o,I mate  
i e.,,om.. A C I 
iN°'1. Grade I~MJ  I 
i''r: " " ' ' i  
Ibr, oots " &Kc l  I U'Sr°"n h" '"d°'b' ~U I 
[Fresh Peaches ! |,0,~ SroH No,I. |rade ~- -~ '1  
J Lettuce ~ a c l 
I LO, grown No,1 Grade ach ~ ~ | 
I I i Aulust th  to Av~ud 12th [ 
[ In Terrace .S.afewa.v. Stere / 
i Sales in Retad Quantities only, i 
Scenes from the Riverboat Days Parade 
Arrested for Indecent Exposure? 
" ~'°~,,~:~ -4, 
photos by JoAnn Kronquist 
~l l~:  ~". ~:~'~ :~,~,~: -  . 
, ?  
-2  
Rolling out the news 
,,:. 
.t 
• " ' . . , i t ?21  ~ ;;,'.~ 
~t 
F 
This patient horse shows its best profile to the camera 
~' ~. l~ , .~  t :  '. 
i~.'r.~..~, :,= ' ~ l~r  ' -~  .~-o.) 
• ..,.~,,.~. ,- 
. , '  i .V~,~. .  . ~  
i 
Elreen the Mermaid and Eimly the pirate 
Time to splice the mainbrace 
L. 
~ ~ . ,~  
lau 
u|| 
aim mmm 
' N I  .m - .  iN  
NdO earn mm mm 
atom mmm man mm 
," mmm mm mm mm 
mmm m mm mm 
mm mm mmm en 
iN  mmmm mmmm mm 
.mu mm mmm mm ! 
i ' : ' : - '  "~ T~) ,-".: L'".,::, 
4t* 
¢, 
r . . . . . . . .  
f-, 
J 
This Stock Car Went l;igg.v-back 
m . 
~J 
• . . . .  C O N S U M E R  ,. 
:'----- : 
: N?T-. : ' - I ;  ..,.;11 
TheyAm°ng some primitive peoples it was oonsidered bad luck to refer to .Idiers by n a m . w e r e  spoken of a, bird  instead. ! ~F~ "~-~-:.,~ [ L ~ ~  . 
::::":":::":': ':" ":':" :':" :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ":" " :" ;';" i 
..'.~: "" I Modular Furniture Lets You Change Your Mind 
SUPPLY SHIP'PARTS 
MOSCOW (AP) - -  ']'he ux,- 
manned supply space ship 
Progress 2 separated from 
theSalyut 6 space laboratory 
today 25 days after it brought 
food and fuel to the two 
e0emonauts who now have 
been orbiting the earth for 
six weeks, the 0ffldai Soviet 
news agency Tass reported. 
Fit. Cmdr. Vladimir Ko-  
vulen0k and engineer 
Alexander . Ivanchenkov 
were continuing their  
scientific experiments. No 
indication of how much 
longer they will stay in orbit 
was give~ 
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tigris that recall old-fashioned 
~1~ oelrt. Pewter plates mix with 
• . decorat ive  "Countryman" 
service plates, lined up ot~ :~ 
handsome serving butch. 
On a more formal oecasi.,. 
set your table 18th.century 
style. A classic mahogany 
table makes a perfeet ba~!. 
drop for Royal Copenha'ge~ :  
"Blue F lu ted"  poree!ain, , 
design first created in 177:,. 
To seL off the delieate hhn,- 
and-white pattern, the cenl dr. 
piece is simple and aophistieq- 
ted--just some slender tap,'rs 
and low clusters o f  yellow 
and white flowers. 
To finish off any t~t ,  ", 
choose fine glassware ~i,,~ 
suits the mood. ltolmegu.,d 
of Copenhagen offers many 
choices. Try hefty, hand-  
blown "Danish hmglasse.~." 
for informal occasions. In 
a more eleRant mood.  
there's dim-stemmed, grace- 
ful "Imperial," a handblown 
cryetal fit for a king. 
Whatever you're serving, if 
"you make the table match the 
to even the simplest meal. mood, your dinners willshow 
For a look that's casual good taste in mori~ than just 
yet company-special, try a the food. 
Colonial-style buffet, shown 
here. Perfect for this ia Iron 
Mountain's new "Martha's 
Flowers" stoneware, w i th  "One mm's fault is another 
hand.painted blue de~ora- man's lelson." H.G. Bohn 
HOMEMAKERS 
Tested Tips To'Help You 
When you're ~ entertaining 
at home, it's o f tenthe  little 
things that count most--like 
.the way you set your table. 
A bit of attention to table- 
top fittings can add seasoning 
lllllllllllUl~lllUUlllillUllllllll i l l l l l l l l l l  
I • 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
Modular units come in d i f ferent  widths, stack to 
different heights and can be used in different rooms, 
.If you want flexible fur- frame three sides of a sofa 
nishings for your home, to provide convenient 
ROSSWOOD HOMESTEAD there's a growing new way storage or surface space. Or, 
to indulge a decor whim they can he. stacked two 
without suffering a budget high, to 54 inches, and 80 acres of land with spectacular view of Goat Ak)untaln. All-year living ac- i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
commodation In 2 bedroom homestead. Some clearing has been completed. Wood. wham. • placed on either side of a , 
shed end other small outbuilding. They are called modular bed. Stacked three high, to mm Rural but close to schools and town. Great location, good value in the-- £MHC n 
Listed Exclusively at $32,000. . ease goods, and they are 81 inches, they hold a TV, : 145x600' (2 Acres) at 3137 Kofoed Drive qualified 2 bedroom home on a large= 
MCCOLL REAL ESTATE , growing increasingly popu- stereo, books and a host of 1 with barn and corral and over 1200 sq ft corner lot. This Ideal ~;tarfer home is i 
lar with contemporary other items. : residence with 4 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 2 siiuated at 3517 Kalum, close to all con.• 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::.::::::::::::::::: families who want their Modulars are a new trend bathrooms and basement rec room. A well veniences. Phone today for an up.1 
furniture to he flexible, in interior design, and one • kepthome, prlced at $46,5001f is well worth polntment o view. Listed exclusively a t~ 
THE BATHROOM' MAKE YOURS NOTEWORTHY adaptable and changeable, of the main reasons for their • looklnginto.  Anexcluslvellsting. onlyS27,000, so why not make an offer? popularity is their flexibil- • • 
• More like building blocks ity. Particularly suited for : 3-bedroom 1400 sq fl home on BobBles • 
than .traditional furniture, use in the small space Three bedroom older home on a new full offers Iotsof riving space at an attractive • 
There's good news for modulars are pieces that can typical of many apartments, : basement, new siding, new windows, new price. Large L.shaped living room, dining • 
the homeowner with an be grouped or stacked in they are equally at home in • service entrance and redecorated main room, smart kitchen and separate laundry • 
old.fashioned, hard-to-keep- different heights and con- large rooms, where they can • floor. Over 1/4 acre at 4905 Afar. Listed room all for only $3Z000. Listed ex- • 
cleanbathroomhathroom.can beN°Wthe BB-the figurations to solve,a host of be used to define specific : exclusive at $35,000 only. elusively. • 
lest-and just about he least storage or display problems, activity areas. 
expens ive- - room in the Often contemporary in The i r  adaptab i l i ty  is • • 
house to. bring up-to-date, design, they are nevertheless especially apparent when • ~ • 
It can be given a radical made of rich woods that you move--from one dwell- • A,E. Le Page Limited Coast !w  Coast Real Estate Service • 
"face-lift" s imply by re- . will blend with other fumi- ing, or even one room, to • 
placing that grim old tub ture styles. An example can another. The entertainment m_ l1 
with a modern, easily-in- be seed here in the popu-centeryoumakewiththem - I~r]lle~ ~ e ] t ~ l  "E .VENING PI~ONES . - "  
s ta l led  tub /shower  or lar "Variations" from Lea toddy can become tamer- - : ~  . . . . . . . . . . .  OOU-OOOI  HaTr-yySmHh- ~3-5~28~b - 
shower unit. Industries, a top modular row's books shelves, or even "-~ ' 
Besides contributing a maker, a sideboard and hutch for ;4611 LAKELSE AVE M St an Parks ' r - . . . "  " ,  635-4031 
fashionable, elegant look, Modulars can be used to your dining area. ' • HelenGi lber ts0n  63"~.3609 
TERRACE B,C 
.o 
sUChsparklingUnitScleanare eaSYwithtOonlykeePa ' F'- . =" ' . Bob RJpmeester ~ ./ i . --~ '~ " 
mild householddetergent,onesuchunitisthenew J]JJ I ~ t ~ ~ "  l ~ ~ - J ~ - ~  T ~ "  [[J]][ • ' 
: l l l l l ]  l .. ASK: .ABOUT:  OUR OTHER :L ,  ST~|Nt~,~i~!~.~,~.~,~-'~  ! Owens-Corning Fiberglas i.,, ,~____ . r  ~ ~  `` • .... . .  'r . . . . . .  ~=, ' , "  ~, , ~ ,  : . . . . .  ~.': '" m 
tub/shower, which House 
Beautiful calls "ideal for the are not pre-drilled, so they yourself with jungle green- The front door should be equipped vvith"a dead bolt lock. Iklll•lllllllllllllnlllilllllIlll•lllBllllliBllllE 
can he f i tted to existing ery or a "trompe I'oeil" el- 
remodeled bath." p lumbing on-site--another feet of latticework; it wipes 
The money-saving, easy- sawng, clean in a wink and with- ~ ~ t ~ k  
care features of precision- Fiberglas wipes clean ae a stands the steamiest shower. 
molded Fiberglas reinforced whiatle without scrubbing To improve l ighting, 
fixtures include these ad- and stays brand-new looking much can be done using 
vantages: for years, existing wiring. Replacing a 
The four components-- A fu r ther  boon to  re- ceiling fixture with one that 
th ree  sides plus tub or modelers is the abundance illuminates better is fairly 
shower  base--fit together of washable, easy-care ma- simple. 
and seal for watertight as- terisls today for bathroom 
sembly, aothere'ano messy wails, floors and windows. .=nue Realty Ltd. 6 3 5  4 9 7 1  
grout work or tiles to bulge You can banish the cold, n 
and crack, clinical ook and employ the WENUE! TERRAGEI BsC. V86 IW 
The components  f i t  most striking, inexpensive 
through standard oorways, decorating device--dramatic 
so there's no need to rip color--without sacr i f ic ing ~ ~ ~ .~ 
Molded- in reinforcing ease of maintenance. Try i s~i~q'  " w"m I 
reds, oranges, bright greens ~ 
riba--a feature not found in and bold patterns, and get ~ ' ~ E ~  E[r[~* ~ l * ~ i  ...... ;~ 
other fiber glass models-- major decorative impact for I~ , . :~;~ '~;~F~m ~i~l!~.~!~;:!~i~;'.': ~ 
make these units extra- smalloutlay. ~ ~  ...... .... i ~ 
strong for day-in, day-out Waterproof vinyl wall- 
family use. ' ..... * ~ ~;., i B r ~ ~  Sidewalls of the Owens- papers have made glaring ii!~:: Lets have a 1ookl white semigioss walls obso- ~ ~  , , I . .~ , l i l~  :~ - ~ ' * ~ ~  Attractive three bedroom Quiet living. If you want Modular home In excellent 
Corn ing Tub/Shower Unit lete. Now you can surround Executive type home for family home, 1266sq.fl.,on value in a home at low condition, 1248 sq. ft., 4 
your family. Over 1800sq. choice lot 80'x131", close to pr ice,  this Is it. Three bedrooms,  ensu l t l  
~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ t i ~ ~  ft. with room for comfort, schools and downtown bedroom bungalow with plumbing,' wall to Wall 
" ~\ f - -  O ~ :~ U/_~l~/[f,,/ m.t~ - - -~nn, , .= , , ,  O" Three bedroomsanda den- shopping. Feature, cedar siding and shake carpeting. This is an ex- 
OUGLAS guest room compliment fireplace and big dining reel, located on King Reed. ceptlenal well kept 
J [~ !~. CHANNEL ~J'-""--"~ ~s,, ,_ ,~ • thiswell constructed home. room, recroom with burls" Asking only $29,500. For properiylntbe Olmlnsway :~. I~. .~ R ~ ~# ~: Drop in today or call Kelly basement. Nicely la;Id- more Information call area. Prlced to sell. Call EALTY ~-~ SOLO LET'S SELL 1300 sq. ft. quality home in and view this beeetiful sc~ped property. Asking 14erot or Chrlstel. Horet or Christel. 
~:~ ~ ~'~ YOU R S L :   0rooo,u,,0.men, ex e,,eo, n ,0  or oo0 . .  U . .o . .o r  
TO. home on natural gas. Features ensulte, 2 Chrlsfel to view modern . 
.... Suitably located for schools f ireplaces, sundeck, home. 
: 632-4721 ~ ~ : andhospHaI. Deeplotwlth carport etc. Nicely land. ~ ' ~ ~  
~ ! ~  : excellent garden space. 
Root cellar. Fenced rear scaped and very ~ 
year. Paved street. . ~ :~, ' 
$45,000 M.L.S. reasonable at $59,000. ~ ~ . 
: DAVE SERRY : ~ ~  Large family home on just 
under V~ acre. Four 
632.4426 JACK PINE FLATS- Old Lakelse Lake Road. Two- 2 Only by viewing this home m,~,  bedrooms, f i replace,  Home on acreage with OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS , ,  acre parcels with road frontage. Asking $10,000 each. can one appreciate its .~:i:~.,;~:i ,~,~, . . . . . .  sundeck, family room and Subdivision possibilities. 
KITIMAT ; Looking for a serviced building lot. We have one on features. Large master covered patio. Located Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
Kenney Street. Andoneon Graham Avenue. Inquiries bedroom, two additional Over 1500 sq. ft. attractive close to schools and full basement. A second 
i ~) are welcome, bedrooms and an equally 3 bedroom home. Many downtown. Asking S56,000. smaller home on same 66 ')9 The Performers large family room corn- extra features such as Call Kelly to view. properly rented. 21/4 acres " pliment the fine home. sauna, bar, rec room, could provide 10 building 
WE NEED LISTINGS •••~ * ~," ,,.~ ~ :  Located on 75x200 ft .  heated pool, fireplace, ~ ~ l O t s .  For moredetailscall 
~ ~ ~  ;~; ' ;~  fenced let and open to of- natural gas. Located on Horst or Cilrisfel. 
~;~ ~|: 1 ' * ~ i~ fers. Call Kelly for your Davis. Asking $75,000. Call 
• Commission temporarily • realestate needs. Horst or Christel for more 
• reduced to 3½ % , information. " " 
• You get the same SOLD- Let's Sell Yours. EnioY family ,living on a - "Min i .Ranch"  only 
• O Lakelse Lake water front This 3 bedroom rural home minutes from town. Is -  
• professional service for less.., property with year round pre, sslve post and beam 
residence. 2 bedroom, full on large lot was sold by our . home on 2 acres. Over 
• • basement in need of office. Try us. We're Ideal investment. 1,400 sq. ft. with stone-Why pay rent. Inquire 
II t l  • DOUGLAS CHANNEL PERFORMS • repairs but great looking for listings, and Residential fourplex faced fireplace, 11/= bath about 3 bedroom 12~x60 ' 
possibilities. Must be complex on Soucle Avenue. and good quality carpets mobile home with 40' ad. 
• • viewed to appreciate, give good service. Live inone volt and derive Good starter home in throughout. Big rec room dillon on large fenced and 
• WE OFFER SERVICES IN • ~ ~  revenue from other three, centrolarea of town. Has2 with bar in fully finished serviced lot priced In the 
• • - -  Centrallocation makes this bedrooms, garage, oil heat, basement. Asking price low twenties. Located in 
~;~ properly an attractive fridge and range. Asking $57,000. For more details Coppersidearea. Includes • APPRAISALS-PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • Looking for a serviced building lot~.~)~l~e have one on residence for tenants. S30,OOO. Call Frank. call Horst or Christel. appliances. Call Frank. 
• • Kenney Street and one on Graham Avenue. Inquiries 
• LOT SALES - DEVELOPMENT • are welcome. ' GE 
• CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE • AFTER OFFI  HOURS 
• • HORST GODLINSKi - 635-5397 KELLY SQUIRES - 635-7616 • MORTGAGES & RENTALS • 
• • FRANK SKIr)MORE. 635.5691 CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI . 635.5397 
• CAll WE SELL YOURS? - JUST TRY US • 
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right to  classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to LOCAL ONLY: 
set rates therefore and to 20 words or less $2.00 per 
determine page location. ;insertion, over 20 words S 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. 
right to revise, edit, classify 3 or more consecutive In. 
or reject any advertisement sorttons $1.S0 per Insertion. 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box REFUNDS: : 
Reply Service, andto repay First Insertion charged, for 
the custpmer the sum paid whether run or not. 
for the, advortlsement and .Absolutely no refunds after 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions net picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avold loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It i s  agreed by the ad. 
vertlsor requesting• space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event at failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the ovent of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as puhllshed 
shall be Ilmltocl to the 
amount psld by the ad. 
verftsor for only one In. 
correct insertion for the 
perften of tho advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omlfled Item only, 
end that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbls Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
'color, nationality, ancestry 
or plsce of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 nnd 65 
years, unless the condltlen is 
lustlfle~l, by e bona fldo 
requlremeat for the work 
Involved. 
/ 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBLISHER 
'Laurie Malleff 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October S, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year ~.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604-635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 63.5-6357 
(:OMING EVENT, 
The Art Gallery of the 
Klfimat Museum shows from 
July 18 to  August 4 oll 
pplntlngs by DOn Portetence 
from the Burnaby Art 
Gallery end historical 
photographs on Klflmet on 
lean from Alcen. Museum 
hours are dally from 12 to S 
p.m. except Sundays when 
the Museum I~ closed. 
Terrace Singles Club (for- 
merly Minus One Club) will 
hold a dance social at tho 
Masonic Hall 4917 Lazelle 
(next to the United Church) 
on Saturday Aug. 12 at 9 p.m 
For informotlon phone: 
Olive 635.4052 
Bob 635-9649 
Margaret 635-9349 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge • Rummage Sale . 
August 261h, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaar November 4th 
• Both In Elks Hall 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltss Hell. ~. 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only One Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
• LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
S3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 par line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
' publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. 'day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER ether than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $S.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
'::WEDDING,: :DESC:RIP-~ 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
~.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) rocelved one. 
month or moro after event 
$10.00 charge; with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. PaYable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cords of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WldgM W~chers maMIn( 
~eld ev~y Tuesday at 7 p~n.; 
at the Khox United Church! 
Hath 4907 t,e, xdlo AvmueJ 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Worksho~ 
for the Handicapped are! 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for. 
pickup. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
1 635-3747 or 635-3023. 
"LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
thoso eligible for Long Term 
CarD. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721' 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9t 96. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocatlensl and soclnl 
rehabilitation done by 
I consu.tant. 
Join the 
BLOCK PAR ENT 
program 
call 
635.3164 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
new available through our 
office.' 5)(7 prints are $4 each 
and 8)(10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from 1he time the 
ord~ Is made. All reprints 
must be prupald. For more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or writo 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
.voO ,84. 
go You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
'ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
'Mon.: 8:30 .p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Set. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
lg:00 to noon. Lakelse Hetel. 
. , | 
'Is your son Interested In 
scouts. If so the Ist Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
roglstratlon for September. 
Max number wil l  be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In. 
forested in helping with 
Scouts please c_al! 
, Rape Relief 
Abortion CoUncalling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6384388 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON• 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
l:30-3:S0p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every- 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Pledse phone for an ap; 
pplntment. 
• Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent fo r  Im- 
munizatlen. . 
ADULT CLINICS 
These ere held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 -4:10 p.m. by ap. 
pplntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday' at. 
ternoon at 1.:00.2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every M~dsy at 3:38 
or by appelntment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are new situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Sgeecb and Hearlog Clinic 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hesrlng tests will be done.by 
'b# referral from "'fa'mliy 
'doctor Or community health 
nurse..638-115S;. ., 
Skeene District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of • Land Ranger 
Company in  the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of i4 and 18 who aro In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 6311.1269 (eft) 
i 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Carl for help from Right.to. 
'.Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
.Carol at 635-5136 
Jan.ajt 635-4503 
A Heether.Tarten Society is 
being formal with the in- 
terest of promoting Scettlsh 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested pprso'~s hould 
contact Elear)or Halley at 
~3~.2456 os se~n as possible. 
The following Neigh- 
bourhoed Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note spoclflc areas for which 
these meetings are Intended. 
Meetings wil l  be' held 
throughout the summer and 
householders are en- 
couraged to attend msetlngs 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Wednesday, August 9, 1978 
7:00 pm 
At the Terrace Child 
Development Centre 
2510 South Eby Street 
For south Eby street, 
Molltor, 4800~ and 4900 
Graham, Mills Avenue, 
Warner Avenue, Sunset 
Dr ive,  McDeok Avenue, 
Hauglend Avenue (4000 and 
4900 blocks), and the 2400, 
250Oand 2600 block of Kenny 
Street. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeana Centre offers to the 
'Senior Cit izens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the tollowing services. 
. Activity Centre for hun-: 
dlcrafts 
. Day Care for working 
people 
• Drop.In for companionship 
& coffee, 
Menday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635-2265 
ABLE ELECTRICLTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
mntract. 
"House wiring. 
635.N76 
(off) 
GEMINI EXCAVATI NG ' 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635;3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
,TANKS PRE.KAST. ,. 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Speclallsts 
"Inslstonthe Best" 
PHONE 633.3939' 
SCHMITTYC; EXCAVATING 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries, 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p,m. Man. to Sat. 
Phono 624-S639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the (obless. 
Phone635-~35. 3238 Kalum 
'THE HOBBY HUT.., 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware; air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. , 
635.9393 
Small girl's 2.wheeler 
standard bicycle from the 
Agar Avenue area, Bike has 
a red and chrome frame with 
a red banana seat and o 
• white basket. 635-6357 or 635. 
3642. (fin stf) 
'Lost on Balcony of Nechako 
theatre, July 14, ladles wine 
color .leather c~,'t 'with 
Chinese toggles. Please 
return, phone 632.3346. (c3.7) 
CLERK TYPIST, 
JOURNAL CLERK. 
IF YOU HAVE- 
A good Personality 
A high School Education 
A liking for contact work 
And are en experlence¢ 
Clerk Typist 
And apt w i th  figures & 
calcuIotlons. 
We have a position for you 
Apply or Write to: 
INDUSTRIAL  
ACCEPTANCE 
C O RPORATION 
LIMITED 
4639 Lazelle, 635.~91 
Northwest: Community 
College will be needing 
part-time Instructors to 
teach night courses In the 
folio.wing areas: 
Basic Welding. 
Automotive lectrical tune. 
up 
Blueprint resdlng for 
carpentry 
Bookeaplng 
Business Management 
Personnel Management 
Commercial Law 
Interested persons are 
Invited to apply to Mr. R.P. 
Kilborn at 5331 McConnell 
Avenue or phone 635.6511 
for Information. 
(c.4,10,11,17,18,24,29) 
I 
Full orpert.tlme. Here Is art 
opportunity to earn extra 
mone~', 56 .. Se per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635. 
• 4501 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(off) 
Looking for older couple to 
look after 2 duplexes, Rent 
free. Preferrably have some 
experience wtth pumps and 
septic tanks. Call 635.6502 for 
Interview. Ask for Mrs. 
Nedeeu. (c5.5) 
Houseparents 
for Group Home 
On September I, 1978, 
houseparents w i l l  be 
required to operate a 
TEENAGE group home in 
Terrace, B.C., for six 
children. Houseparents must 
be emotlonel!y mature, and 
will require the tollowlng 
qualifications: 
An ability to understand, 
accept and work with 
children who moy have some 
degree of a social or 
emotlonsl disturbance: 
An ebllity to) provide ef -~ 
fentlve parenting and to 
malntsln good standards of 
physical aswell es emotional 
care ~r  children: 
An ability to manage well 
In all areas of living, In- 
c lud ing  househo ld  
Wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasakl motor bike. Phone 
635-3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sff) 
For sale, chesterfield & 
chair, 2 end tables and coffee 
table. Will sell separately. 
Phone 635.9255• (c5- 7) 
12)(16 shed, Insulatod and 
wired. Phone 638.1469after 5.
ctf 
1973 Sklroule 440 R.T. Ski. 
dog, 1965 Pontiac 
Strstochlef, 1973 Mazda pick- 
up. Phone 635-6956. (c5.5) 
4 AT Trackers on 15)(10 CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635- 
50~ (ctf) 
For~a.le 36"x24' culvert for a 
well• P.O. Box 714. (c10.13) 
A BUI'LDERS LEVEL• Used 
once. Excellent condition. 
$160. 
2 ton Hydraulic lack $60. 
Range.hood with light $15. 
635.3745. (p1-5) 
Wanted, used small frldge 
suitable for cottage. 635.6357. 
(aft) 
For sale: chesterfield and 
chair $300. reg shag carpet, 
good condltlon, trlcycle, 
alumlnum frame patio 
doors, single pane $35,00. 
Phone 635.2156. (p3.8) 
Wanted to buy• Laying hens 
and old spoiled hay for 
garden mbltching. Will pick . 
up. Please phone 638.8398. 
(pl.S) 
For Sale 20 ft. wooden river 
boat with 55 hp Chrysler 
motor with jet unit also 
spare leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
new life jackets, new marine 
battery and complete new 
rack and pinion steering. 
$2,000.00 firm. Phone 635- 
5937 ~ nights, 6381613 Da~s. 
(ctf) '~°~'r ' " ~' ~ ~' * "~'* 
24' Cabin Cruiser for quick " ~ 
sale. Hull completely 
finlshed - Cabln ready for 
flbreglnss. Includes 260 c..l I bedroom fully furnished 
V.8 Ford Marine Eng -I- leg house for rent In Thornhlll. 
-I- 3 props + 90 per cent 635-ST/5 or 635-3864. (p2-$) 
materials & supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
necessary to flnlsh boat, 
Includlng trlm tabs, depth 
sounder &al i  hardware. 
Tandem traller In very good 
con~Ittlon. All for $7,000 or furnished units now 
nenrestoffer. Phone Terrace avallable. Phone Skeena 
635-9442 between 6 and 8 pm. Estates 635.2577 after 4 pm 
(ps-s) (c4-~) 
UNIT MANAGER 
Kentucky Fried Cklcken 
Join a large well established company as a full time 
manager ot a Kentucky Fried Chickon unit. 
Full Training Provided 
We are leaking for persons who enioy working with the 
public and will take pride. In producing a high quality 
product and are capable of managing staff. 
Competitive Salary and benefits offered. 
Please reply In writing to: 
• Mr; Rob Myers 
Ernle's Take Home 
801-W.3rd Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VeJ 1H6 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNOER THE MOHAWK SIGH AND KEEP 
YOUR INOEPENOENCE. 
if you are In or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In 'Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1970, Prince George, B.C. or,,Ph0ne! 962-8414 :. 
~:-  - : . .  ,~ . ,~, - .~ ,~, , -  : : : ,  , ,~ , 
'MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: : .'~. " , , , . " -~:  
1." Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4.'100 percent Canadian Owned Coml~any 
(cft-T) 
operations, budgeting and !il ~:~:::~.*::~::**:~::~;~:~*~;~.~:::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~::::~::~:~:~:*.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~:~:~:::~:;~::~:~;~.~;~;~.~.~*~.*~*~.*~::.*~ 
with the i l  Business '~il 
of Human li i ~ ~ . d in  o ili i, o ther  com. Not lisle ur 
" " " ' " "  BC, iT iii :h hild's need. • el Directory. 
s rvicas are ' A A MAL HOSPITAL. 635.2040' iili fo'r by th  
of Human ~ AURa 
coot r - , ,  o - - . - - . .u .  , - - ,  
iiil WATER L,LY BAY RESORT 7,8.,7 iit 
planning constuctlve and 
creative activities for the 
children In the home. 
Co-operation 
Ministry 
Resources and other co .
reunify resources Is ossantlel 
in meeting eac  c
Group home services are 
contracted 
Ministry 
Resources. 
negotiable. Please s~bmlt a 
complete resume in care of 
Mr. D. Anonby, District i~ 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., VOG 1P4. Terms of 
references for contractural 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Ministry of Human 
Resources. Closing date Is 
August 19, 1978. 
For Sale: A 175cc Yamaha 
Enduro, Asking S350.00, 
Go~ runnlng condition, also 
a 1977 750 cc Honda Super- 
sport wlth wlndiammer 
falrlng, llke new condttlon, 
never rode In the dlrf, esklng 
prlce $2700.00 or best offer. 
Phone 63S-3824 after slx. 
(p10-7) 
1976 - 750 • 4 Honda. Apply 
4634 Park Ave., or call 635. 
4659. (p5.9) 
1978 Yamaha 250 cc Enduro. 
700 km. Like new, asking 
$1,300. Phone 635.3022 after 6 
pro. (c3-7) 
1977 TC 125 Suzuki Dual 
transmission 4 High 4 Low 
Street legal~$eO0. 638.13282 
after 9 pro. (,:If) 
For sale, 1973 Triumph 750, 
excellent condition. Best 
offer. Phone 632.6609. (sff) 
75 • 75 Honda & a 75. 500 
Yamaha• Phone 6vJ5.4659. 
(pS.5) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
end waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
e; re  S,OGLUND NOTSPR,NGS ,9,-.,1 
aLI'S PLACE - 798.2231 
L~sted  BARNEY-SHOE'S & REPAIR. 63S .~ 
Here/"*' Free. for ONE month courtesy of THE DAILY HERALD 
f ,ouwJ. , ,our Bu- - . ,one  635 sss7 
listed for your customers please call' i 
:::::~:;~.~;~;~.~.~;:~:;:~..;~;~.~:~:~;~;~;:~:;~;~:~:~:::~:::~::~::~::~::~;~;:~:;~:~;:;~;:~:;:::::;:::;:~:~:~::~;~.~;~:~;::~.:.~:~:.:.:.~.~::::5:;:;: 
I 
1 978t°MAZ JA How DR Stoak 
1069 1977 1874 MAZ0A 
VOLKSWAGON 1968 0HEVY Datsun 61800 PU 
TRUCX Spud 0ab With GEM 2 dr. with fiat deck. 
e,,w",'" 3 Ton with .nap,. top canopy 
Beautiful shape 
nS I;2,200 S HS s2 95 
1,73MAZI 73 FORD 
RS3 COUI 
12 months or 13 10LINE VAN 
engine warranty Radial Tires 
ever ames firs 
c,.. 1  2JI0 
1974 DODGE 1976 MERC. 1971 PR6 J 1972 DATSUN 1973 TOYOTA 
MONAGO COMET TRIU;V;PH I COROLLA 
4 Dr. H.T, 2 Door CONVERTIBLE 2 dr. Auto Coupe 
$2,700 $1 J00 $1,200 $1 200 
I I 
1976 1974 DATSUN 1965PLYMOUTH 1975 FORD 1972 MAZDA 
HONDA CIVIC B210 . 1800cc 
2 Dr. Auto, Hatchback 4 Dr. Sedap 4x4 3/4 Ton P.U. 4dr. Sedan, auto 
$3 186 $2,196 $200 $4A50 $1J00 
19421 WILLYS 1973 MAZDA 1974 DATSUN 
8011 PU With 1974 MAZDA PU 
JEEP STATION WAGON 2 door Coupe Canopy. Low mileage 
As Is ' Excellent cond, 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
! Bdrm, full Bait ,  Rec. 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
sundeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
Benner St. To view call 635.; 
5905 . _ I 
i n  i . . . .  
For Sale 2 bedroom house 
with fireplace. Large back 
yard with garden space. 
Asking $34,000. View at 20 
Nass St. or call 632.3413. 
c10-9) 
Have (Ne got a deal for y0ul 
Do you have lake-shore 
property or a piece of 
property In you can't afford 
to build on right now? We 
have 2 - 3 bedroom houses 
for sale. To be moved, 
suitable for summer 
homes, or all year round. 
Have hot water tanks, all 
plumbing, furnaces and oil 
tanks. $4000 each or if sold 
by August 7th, $3,S00 each. 
Phone 635.3112. (c3.5) 
I 
Home For Sale: i 
One year old three; 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w to w carpets, 
with part ial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
scaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635-7367. 
" / '  , 
' TENDERS 
Wanted to rent. Responsible 
couple. Non drinkers, non- 
smokers desire 2 bedroom 
accomodatlon. Phone Dan at 
638.1041. (p5-8) 
Wanted to rent a 3 bedroom 
house or trailer. Phone 798. 
2259. (p5-8) 
Wanted to rent, 2 bedroom 
house. Close to school & 
town. Wanted no later than 
Oct. 1. Phone 635.3682 or 63g- 
1587• (ctf)  
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom' home, will 
maintain, wiUing to rmt  or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family' of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (cff) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from' 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further In- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY . 
Choice ProPerty For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved stree 
in front. 
Four rental units with ne~ 
plumbing & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 
B, shrubs. 
Room for expansion on 
:orner very reasonable for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber & many 
extras mostly all fur- 
nished. 
Apply: R.A. Clark . 635- 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
1.5 acres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking $11,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20.17) 
Wanted  respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
park in Terrace area. Free 
space rent & commission. 
Contact F.L. Janauer. 638. 
8233. evenings after 7. (e10-8) 
57, 
AUTOMOBILES 
1972 Datsun P.U. Good 
mechanical condltlon. $900. 
o.b.o, also 1967 Dodge 
Monaco 2 dr. hard top In 
good condition $800 o.b.o. 
Phone 638-1870. (c5-5) 
1974 International V~ ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, neW 
tires, 37,000 miles, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635.3564 or 635.6166 (lmth 
For Sale 1972 Grand Torlno 
phone 633.2409, (p5.6) 
1975 Plymouth Gran Fury, 4 
door, Vinyl fop. PS, PB, A.C, 
Gas saver, 31,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
632.3736. (c3.5) 
1967 GMC pick.up. 6 cyl. 4 
speed. Phone 635-4312. (pS-S) 
1969 Plymouth statlon 
wagon. Asking $300 638-1273. 
(CS.S) 
1973 Ford Maverick Deluxe. 
Vinyl roof, brown on white, 
recently rebuilt tran- 
smission & valve lob. S2200 
firm. 638.8387. (p3-71n 
1977 Datsun Hatchback. 5500 
• miles. Like new. Phone 632- 
3817. (c5.9) 
1974 Ford Bronco ranger, V- 
8, 4 wheel drive. Good 
condition. Phone 63S-6844 
after 5• (c10-14) 
1970 Ford F250 Ranger, 
camper special, hew paint. 
Top condition. Also 2 trailer 
axles & wheels. 635.3939. (c4- 
e) 
1968 Ford School Bus. Seats 
removed for camper or 
moving. Motor needs repair. 
Asking $2300. 94 Skeena, 
Kitimat. 632.3460. (c3.7) 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 
bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway Trailers. Units 
complete with blocklng, fuel 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut. 
chlngs Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636.2660. (p20-1s) 
10x50 2 bedroom trailer. Set. 
up in trailer court. Large 
joey shack. For quick sale 
$2,500 or highest offer. 635. 
5582. (c5-8) 
For Sale 1971 Glendale 
trailer in excellent shape, on 
'V= acre fenced & landscaped 
lot, workshop and woodshed. 
Must be seen to appreciate. 
Asking $28,000. Good buy. 
Phone 638.8224. (p5-5) 
56' Safeway doublewlde 
1440 sq ft. Includes all 
malor appliances, large 
;arden shed and fencing. 3 
~edrooms, 2 full baths, andJ 
fireplace. Set up and ful ly 
skirted in Cedarvlew at no. 
]1-4619 Queensway Drive 
(T imber land Tra i le r  
Park). $26,000 Phone 635- 
7429. (ctf) 
iii 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and deHvered, 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5105 
(ctf 
I 
For Sale 12X68' 3 bedroom 
trai ler (Safeway). Fur- 
nished or unfurnished. 0X12 
HEATED JOEY SHACK. 
Complete with 0,000 BTU air 
cond. Close to schools 635. 
~9323. (p10-7) 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramon) house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, or1 private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112-762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi-furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J. 
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm-lo) 
For Sale 1970 12'x68' Park. 
wood 3 bedroom trailer. Set 
up on fenced lot. $18,000. 
Copperslde Estate. Phone 
638.1273. (c2-4) 
22' River boat and trailer. 
Can vew at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635-3564 or 635. 
6166 (J110-a..u 10) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (sff) 
For Sale. 1976 Starcratt tent 
trailer with stove, frldge, 
furnace and canopy. Like 
new condition. Phone 635. 
3241. 
For Sale 20 foot Streamline 
travel trailer In excellent 
condition, also 1970 Monte 
Carlo. Phone 635.3946. (cS.S) 
For Sale, 25' Citation motor 
home. Made by Bendix. 
Fully equipped. In excellent 
condition. Very low mileage. 
Phone 632.5546. (c10-11) 
Does your building neecl 
exterior painting? Call 635. 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
":;tl-= of 
Application for 
Change of .Name 
NOTICE Is hereby given that 
an application will be made 
to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:- Patrick 
William Sterrett of 4844 Loen 
Ave. In  Terrace, in the 
Province of British 
Columbia, to change my 
name from Patrick William 
Sterrett 1o Patrick William 
Sterrltt. 
Dated this 22 day of April, 
A.D. 197g 
Patrick William Sterrett 
Tenders called for 63 Suite 
Apartment Block, Dawson 
Creek, , B.C. 
Invitation to sub.contractors 
and suppliers for structural 
steel, excavation, piling, 
concrete placlna, water - 
Damp proofing, reinforcing, 
misc. metals, dough car- 
pentry, finish carpentry, 
roofing - flashing, elevator, 
dry wall, painting, ceramic, 
insulation, sheet metal 
venting, electrical, drapery, 
app l iances ,  w indow 
a luminum,  ent rances  
aluminum, lumber supply, 
doors, and hardware. 
Plans are available from: 
C.M. Prelects Ltd. 
nr 4 - 265 - 2Sth St. 
West Vancouver, B.C. 
V7V 4H9 
Telephone 704.926.4391 
and 
KIIIIck, Metz, Bowen, Rose 
nr. 201 - 1200 - 103 Ave., 
Dawson Creek, B.C. 
Telephone 782.2046 
Tenders close 4 p.m. Aug. 9, 
1978. at the office of C.M. 
Projects Ltd. (c3.20,2,5) 
le -  -1 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE 
A -08S10 
• :~here will be offered for 
sale at public auction by the 
District Forester at Prince 
Rupert, B.C., at 11:00 a.m. 
on Friday, September 1, 
1978, the Licence A-8510, to 
cut 655,100 cublc feet of 
Balsam, Spruce, and trees of 
other species located at the 
iunction of Skowlll Creek and 
Ball Irving River Casslar. 
Two (2) years wi l l  be 
allowed for removal of 
timber. "The successful 
tenderer will not  be con- 
sidered as an established 
licensee for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Bell.Irving Public 
Sustained.yield Unit." 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the District Forester, 
Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1B9 or the 
Forest Ranger, P.O. Box 67, 
Stewart, B.C. VOT lW0. (c4. 
20,5,10,1S) 
STUDENTS ~BROAD 
PEKING (Router) - -  
China wants to send several 
thousand students abroad 
annually and has ap- 
proached leading indus- 
trialized countries for places 
at universities and technical 
colleges, diplomatic sources 
said Wednesday. They said 
the Chinese government had 
asked to send students to 
Britain, West 'Germany, 
France, Japan, and 
Australia. Canada and the 
Netherlands have ais0 been 
approached. CRANE EN- 
TERS 
RACE 
WASHINGTON (APt - -  
Conservative Republican 
Philip Crane entered the 1980 
presidential race Wednesday 
with a promise to liberate 
the American people from 
!'confiscat0ry taxation and 
excessive regulation." The 
I l l i no i s  congressman 
became the first announced 
candidate of either major 
party t0r the 1980 noml- 
nation. 
CREW RESCUED 
NAGOYA, Japan (Router) 
- -  Maritime safety agency 
officials aid all but one of 32 
crew members were rescued 
after an explosion ripped 
through a Philippines 
freighter Wednesday off 
western Japan. The ex- 
osl0n, believed to have 
en in a boiler room, oc- 
curred on the 3,-500-ton 
Narra, about 45 Idlometres 
off Cape Mikisald at the 
time, officials said. 
A SAD HOMECOMING 
By Ron Gadsby 
i 
ACR0~8 U Ear-shaped 2 Enttre 20 Gariund 
1 Britl~ air liandle amount 21 Art.cult 
arm 44 A rag 3 Flounder ~ Sister of 
4 Metal thread 40 Yacht basins 4/mgler's ' Ares 
~ . ~  M ~ ~ ~  , Pigean peus $8 The stomach beets 23 Square of 
IZ Ho~e wing 51 Of the ear 5 Daughter turf 
13 Curkoos 5,1 Griddle . of Cadmus 27 Pinch 
' 14 Table. cake . 6 Wealthy " 29 Knlv~, ' 
A BICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA spread $sGirl'a~me 7Glacial forks, etc. 
1~ Fo=glove 57 Renown ,ridge 30 French dve~ 
17 City in $8 Menu item 8 Early Greek. 31 Posterior 
Nevada $8 Perdan coin ' settlers 33 Spiral 
Whep'James Cook, with the 
rank of  lieutenant, anchored at 
Downs after completing his first 
exploration journey on July 13, 
1771, he found himself apopular 
hero. He had captured the imagi- 
nation of the British. To them, he 
had terminated an incredible 
journey. 
While the recording of Venus" 
transit, the superficial reason for 
the trip, had not proved to be as 
successful as the Royal Society 
would have liked, the myths he 
dispelled about many parts of a 
literally" unknown world more 
than compensated for this. 
After the usual red tape of 
handing over the E,deavoar, an 
audience with George Ill and long 
conversation with Royal Society 
members, Cook sought o spend 
his time with his family. 
One of his most arduous tasks 
was to recount his adventures to 
Dr. John Hawkesworth, a pomp- 
ous scholar who had "wangled 
himself acommission to write an 
official account of the voyage" 
for public consumption. 
Cook's pragmatic and unvar- 
nished account of the trip was not 
considered sufficiently literate for 
officialdom, hence he was sub- 
jected to hours of questioning by 
the tedious Hawkesworth. 
He was .unhappy about the 
arrangement and his pride 
was wounded by some of 
Hawkesworth's elaborate state- 
ments which were credited to 
Cook. 
Despite his successes, Cook's 
homecoming had saddening 
overtones. His daughter, 
Elizabeth, died a few months 
earlier. She was four. And his 
son, Joseph, born a few days after 
his departure, did not survive 
infancy.. 
His greatest joy came from his 
sons--James, 7, and Nathaniel, 
8, who were robust and intelli- 
gent. 
While Cook was enjoying his 
return to family life, Joseph 
Banks, the expedition's botanist, 
and his colleague Daniel Solander 
were tasting the joys of public 
adulation. In fact Banks, the trip's 
irrepressible ben rival began to 
take himself seriously in the flood 
of invitations and lionization to 
the point that he becanie objec- 
tionable. But more on that later. 
Within six weeks of his return, 
Cook was promoted to "com- 
mander". This was hardly ample 
recognition for his accomplish- 
ments. He was also given what 
was known as a "holding" 
appointment o the H.M.S. 
Scorpion, an eighteenth century 
way of keeping him on the hook. 
m - -  the mark It  Mlz ~ 9 Fish sauce 35 Witty saying 
11 Large bass si Eugl~h city 10 Sheer cloth 38 Domestic 
There were still tho~e, includ- tuba DOWN 11 Presently pigeon 
ing Alexander Dairymple, who ~1 Postpones 1 Ump'a 16 American 40 Furnace 
insisted the= must be another ~l'l'ha partner author gadget 
southern continent. Cook, always turmeflc Average solution time: 24 rain• 43 Fish spears 
the realist, agreed that all the ~iGreek ,IVIEmF::IOIGmCIEIDI~,II~ 45-Mahal 
uncharted waters must be ex- nickname ;IAIRllOI~IEllAIL-IAI~OI 4SOt hallo, 
plosed before a positive statement ~ Abel, to. ,ILIAIPIAINIAI~,INIAITI for one 
could be made. Adam ' qOITmSITll~l t [~ 47 Oudnm'a 
At that time France and Spain 211Couelude !I~IOISmoEt~mEIBIO)NI husband 
. "T'IAI~----EI~IMI I {NIE[ 
were pushing for new colonies, from facts kl I ILIAIN El I IDIEI~I 48 Capital of 
and Britain had almost gone to l l T  ableware ITIAILI I .cmsIEIT Latvia 
war with both Spain and France ~ Obscure .~AIGIEmOI~IOmSII LIOI 40 Lath 
over possession of the Falkland 31 A namp .. I- A N Di~,[  I IDI 53 French 
Islands. 3'/Pale ',IAINIAID AldlAIYmAITIEI friend 
,II~IEINIAiiAITIAin DIE IOI 
However, when Spain showed 35 ~ of UAIDIAIt~llHIAIDIEII~NI 54 Mountain 
reluctance to fight, France also ~ 6-20 pass 
backed off and the Falklands 41Comtellation Answer to yesterday's pm=Je. 55 Kind of clue 
became a British colony. This 
colonization was more a moral 
victory than a practical one be. 
cause these islands were, per. 
haps, the most geographically 
hostile British colony. 
With European politics in a. 
foment and politicians seeking 
new lands for potential markets, it
was inevitable that Commander 
Cook would be asked to take 
another trip. His objective: to 
circumnavigate the high Antarctic 
latitudes. 
It was ~t challenge he. savored, 
But he did not enjoy the personal. 
ity conflict that emerged at the 
same time. 
Next: Bank's ego deflated. 
n l l ) i l l l ) l l i l  
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DO YOU HAVE THESE 8 HOME REPAIR TOOLS? 
They could go at it ham- screw in. Tongue and groove uses around the home, from 
mer and tongs, but no two pliers are adjustable to five punching an extra hole in 
people could ever agree on a positions. Vinyl grips, such a dog collar (hammered in) 
complete llst of tools every as those on Riteo pliers, give to making holes for little 
householder should have on a firmer grasp. All Ritco screws (also hammered in). 
band. There are, however, tools -- and they include It will also double as an 
some basic tools almost whatever thedo-it-yoursnlfer ice pick. Be sure to get an 
everyone uses at one time needs at home--are manu- awl that has a plastic han- 
or another, factured from drop-forged, die because wood handles 
Does .your tool chest heat-treated steel ~;ith nick- may crack after repeated" 
el chrome.plated heads, and 
~,  - - ~  • :, ;"'T.:.:2~.:. '- ~ . . . .  
, I • (, " ...- ':~' "." .......... i~  
conta,n these ind,spensab,e / hammering• 
implements? / ~ [ 7. WOOD CHISEL. There 1. HAMMER. A versatile 
tool that you need for nail- ' J are many jobs, such n~ in- 
ing, and is on occasion used 4. WRENCH. You prob- stalling or resetting i,;nges 
by housewives to tap loose ably need at least two dif- on doors, where the only 
the lids of recalcitrant jars. ferent kinds-one adjustable ' tool that will do the re- 
Most common is the  claw wrench for loosening or quired trimming and shaping 
hammer: the hlunt end ham- tightening nuts and bolts, is a wood chisel. You can 
mers in the nails: the two- and one pipe wrench (it probably get by with just 
pronged end-the claw--pulis has two serrated jaws, one one s~ze: 1/2inch wide. 
them out. , fixed aud one movable) for 8. STEEL TAPE• This 
2. SCREW DRIVER.  plumbing jobs to grip pipes kind of tape meaaure winds 
When holding strength is and other round objects, up. in a circle inside a small 
metal box. Handy to haw necessary, screws are used 5. DRILL. It predrills around for measuring what- 
and that means you need a 
screw driver. You'll prob- ever has to be measured, it
ably want an assortment of is also compact enough to. 
and specifications because taken along when you go 
shopping. Often measuring 
i T  
bolts, 
PI  I I ° I I IM" I  I 
I '1 I I I I I ' ,M"I I 
CRYPTOQUOP 6-2(} 
ZVG KCFPXKVJ  V JFGU XPUJVL  
PZ  LX .F J  KCFPCPCU 
Yesterdly's Cryptoqu~" -- ALOHA: OUR WONDERFUL 
ISLAND'S HAIL AND FAREWELL. 
Today's Cryptoqufp due: G equals D 
The Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. "If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle, Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error, 
1ff l8 glnf Felgurca Syndicate. Inc.
CONSUM ,t,.. J ,J, 
FIREPLACES 
) 
/_ 
I 
it is important o use the 
proper-sized tip in the screw 
slot, or you bend the metal 
around it. 
3. PLIERS. ~Slip joint 
pliers, which are the most 
commonly used by the one- 
plier family, are great for 
pulling out headless nails, 
md turning hooks Lhat 
M 
and holes in masonry for =u 
lead: plugs. Hand drill or something in a store saves 
electric drill? This depends a return trip. 
upon how much drilling you Regardless of how many 
do, how much money you tools you start out with, 
want to spend. In any case, chances are you'll be add- 
you'll need bits, for wood, ing more as you go along. 
metal or masonry. A box But remember, for safety's 
of precislon-ground assorted sake and for working con- 
bits isa good investment• venience, keep your tools 
6. AWL." It has many clean and in good repair. 
B.C.  Cherr____ y Ange l  Surpr ise  
Try this light and fluffy 3 cups whipping cream 
cake with fresh and juicy I/2 cup sugar 
B.C. cherries hidden in the I/4 teaspoon almond 
middle, tract 
I . 10 inch Ant~el cake red !bed coloring 
2 cups fresh B.C. cherries, 
pitted 
1/2 cup miniature marsh- 
mallows , 
1/4 cup Slivered toasted al- 
monds, if desired 
Slice entire top of cake 
off, about one inch down. 
Set aside. Make Cuts down 
into cake I inch from outer 
edge and I inch from edge 
of hole. Remove cake from 
• within cuts to form a tunnel, 
Be careful to leave a base of 
cake I inch thick. 
Beat whipping cream, 
sugar and almond extract in 
a chilled bowl until thick. 
Add a few drops red food 
coloring, until desired color 
is reached. Set aside half 
whipped cream mixture for 
icing. 
For filling, fold 1 cnp. 
cherries, marshmallows and 
almonds into remaining half 
whipped cream. Pack into 
tunnel firmly. Replace top 
of cake. 
Although stoves and fire- No longer a major con- 
places in Canada have been struction job, these modern 
largely superseded hy gas factory-bui lt  units come 
and electric ranges for cook- .complete from hearth to 
ing and by central heating roof termination and require 
systems using pipes to dis- 
tribute hot water, hot air, 
and steam for warming, fire- 
places are now experiencing 
a rebirth in popularity. As 
a matter of fact, home- 
owners now regard 'them 
with flaming, passion. In 
Canada, for example, about 
20 percent of the homes 
built this year will be fur- 
nished with them. 
Why the glowing outlook? 
One reason, according to 
homemaking consultants, is
the  sent imenta l  desire 
.among many to return to 
the halcyon days when man 
was closer to nature. And 
the warmth and charm of a 
real wood-burning fireplace 
is within easy reach of near- 
ly all homeowners today, 
thanks to the development 
of simplified, factory.built 
fireplace systems. 
no masonry footing or foun- 
dation. Because of their con- 
struction and built-in insu- 
lation, Selkirk Metalbestos, 
Canada's Acorn Olympic fire- 
places, can be installed di- 
rectly on wooden floors and 
against walls. No clearance 
is needed. 
These features make it 
possible for the home build- 
er, architect or home handy- 
man to install a fireplace at 
less than half the cost of 
masonry-built fireplaces. It 
can be built into a wail, cut 
from a wall, tucked into a 
corner or used as a room 
divider. Once installed, the 
facing and decorative finish- 
ing depends entirely on the 
homeowner's imagination• 
Homeowners all over  
Canada are already warming 
to this fiery idea! 
Acconling to our 
cu.Cmme , it's the 
'best deal in tram. 
ex. 
J ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. 16 
Ice with whipped cream Terrace, B.C. VeO IL8 
and garnish with I cup fresh 63e.e!71 
cherries. Serve well chilled, HONDA Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
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Yeurlndividual " 
~.m Dnke 
How Can She Keep 
1978 
Her  Age a Secret?  What kind 0f day wil l  tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
uy" ~ a-big'il Van Buren sign.{°rec=t given for your birth 
' 0 Im W ~hie.,~o I"tll=~lte.N.V. NSWS ~ k~. 
DEAR ABBY: When I married Herb I knocked four ARIES 
years off my abe because he was two years younger ,~ I. ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ~, f '~  
We've been married 21 years, 8rid Herb still desert t know some earuln@ and credits 
• ' maybelessthanexpectod, but • my real ~,e. 
We're plmmi~ our first; trip abroad, m~_in order to get the general outlook is ex- 
to, I sent away for our birth certificates--mine to  cellent for benefits throneh 
~ spot. ore? be= t~t I ~ot.e~.~. y for.L ~ sustained~ortsoveraperrod 
purpose. ~ nunoana uequsnuy sees one m onsore x so, of time 
and I don t want him to see the year of birth on my birth TAURUS . ~.~ ,--'-~ 
certificate " U~7~ • . (Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Isuppose I am acting childish about his, but Herb k the Stretcha.~int where it will 
kind of person who would rib me the-rest of my life ff he ~V nff late~ A vote of o~n 
f6u~d out. ' ' ' ~- . . . . . . .  " 
CATFISH 
Is there some way I can doctor up my birth certificate 
(or the passport) so my husband won't find out how.ol d I 
am? 
FORT SMITH, ARK. 
• Dp. j~ ARK.: l)on,t,doctor- ap anytld~. Be cool. lisrb 
may not even notice the year of bkth ms your pexaport. Or 
tell ldm in mbmce. If he rlbe you, he r i l l  you. Women 
' have been gettin8 the r ib ever ,dsse Eve. 
DEAR ABBY: rm 15 and my beyfrlend is 18, and we've 
been~ng togather for four months. For my birthdsy last 
week, ha bought me a roully sharp black isce bikini bathJ~ 
suit with a shanty beach coat to match. 
He knew I wanted it because we saw it in a window 
when we were wulldng together, I thonght i  was real neat 
of him, but my morn hit the roof when she saw it. She said 
it was not aproper gift for a guy to sive a ~irl unless they 
ure e~a.  
YCmlt's wrong with it? " . 
PAM 
DEAR PAM: Among ~oper people, . intimte apparel" 
b oonsidered an Improper ~t  for teens who ~re Ju~ 
"gOing to~ether." 
DEAR ABBY: Our son is a professional pho~apher  
and one of the best in town. He snaps everythin~ and 
everybody but his own mother and father. 
From t~e time he was a small bey, he was interested in 
photography asa hobby, so his dad and I always saw to it 
that he had the best equipment, . " 
Now.that he 'is a Professional with a fine studio, you 
• would thin~ he would offer to take our pictures, but he 
never has. Even at family gatherings when he's busy 
taking candid shots, ff we don't st/ok our. faces in a couple 
of pictures we'd ~e left out entirely. ' 
We are avernge-lo0ki~.peop!e andwouldn't break his 
camera. It would he ni~ ~,~, '~ some good studio pictures 
of ourselves before we get uid and gray. We hevon t had a 
f ldence is  somet imes  
necessary  to secure  
cooperation. Maintain a 
steady hand and a discerning 
eye. 
GEMm~ ! i~  
(May 22 to June 21) 
Meet competition-- but in a 
subtle manner. Advancement 
notable in written matters, 
advertising, promotion, 
educational pursuits. 
CANCER ~Z, .~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Mixed planetary influences 
give a total picture of alter. 
natlng apathy, readiness, 
indecision, enthusiasm. Firm 
up! 
(July 24 to Aug. 
You may experience a sense 
of' frustration, along with 
boredom and fretfulness. 
Your keen mind and innate 
good sense should help you 
counteract, h~wever. 
VlRGO m ~  
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ,.r ~_~ 
Especial ly favored under 
day's somewhat unusual but, 
on the whole, friendly aspects: 
secretarial nd clerical work; 
• mathematics, artistry and 
science. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) "---~' " 
Be cautious in dealing with 
. .~ CC~E"~'"..~'~, E 'LL I  
,~ ~ c ~  j~ ! 
"\ 
% 
' ~"~ '~1 ~,~ '  , 
B,C. by Johnny hart  
e o 
o 
by Johnny har t  B.C. 
• i 
i decant picture taken in 10.yoarsl .............. ..... ' .... !associates..Some ay urge ~.: - '~ '~ 7 /  " 
What do you suppose, is ~{~s. matter with him?"~ny, y~ll to make., certain com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
• . mitments against your better " ' . ~'(~p,T " 
suggestions? , MAAND PA Judgment. Don't let yourself 
be pressured. 
DEAR m AND PA: s , . .  c , .  - -  .tud  s torm 
and 8sk for ,in"eppehltment." (P.8. Aud ff he sends you a (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
bm, frame it.). ' ' Generally, a day for action, 
DEAR ABBY: I would like to domand equal r ights'for butbe careful not torun out of bounds. On the other hand, - '~  ~ " "  
MENI To cite one example of the injustice to males: ~'~' " 
If a WOMAN undressesin front of a window with the delaying tactics could also be 
• shade up, and a msn stops to look at her, HE ie arrested for unwise. Judge carefully. 
being a peeping Tom. But if a MAN undresses in front of a SAGITrARIUS ~ j~.~ 
window with the shade up, and a WOMAN stops to look at (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) " ~E~'  DoONESBURY by Garry Tmdeau 
HIM, HE is . rested for indecent expose .  ' You proJeetssh°uld do especiallYrequire I I'~ FI~7~y'~v~ 
• . CM~YWININ WORCESTER well in which ! 
~areful organization, clever ~ ~7~/z '~.  I "~ ~ , ~ ,  z ~  I I ~ ,~ i~,~.~r  
marmgement. Don't let op s~,~rrz~ [ l 7/~//4~r/~W0~l~ll I ~ / .7~,~.~ Z'~W0, I I " 
position dissuade you. I~ ,~ ,,Z~c~/~YO~ I I ~t r r~go/~v/g~ I I "~ . ,~ .  ,q4N, zJ~7" I J~'T~A,~r~ I 
• ' "  ' 
If careful .I0 guard against .. ~ =~-~ " O/=A~/'~'" 
impulsive acts and words, the . ~ .  - -  ~ ~ - -  
day should be generally 
smooth. A fine period for ~. 
making travel plans. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Marsh World , o~ active mind n.  • expre=ton ow. Direct it with 
forethought, discernment. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) Give flmuoht to future needs Tin= wm~m) o~ =D W rout ~ .=~ J.~==r hm 
RIN~BILLED GULL. " A medium-sized, white- as well as current projects, q T~r~-A'~,~ Trt~ ~I~,T ' 
headedgray-backed'gull; found chiefly on the Cha~esmay be requked.. 
prairies and" often seen about marshes. The PISCES ' .  ) ~ '  I~¢;UI3~f='rHE:T/44~; 
distinguishlng feature Is the black band which (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ~, 
encircles the I~111 near the tip and yellow-green You can Choose activities 
legs and :feet. 'It nests in loose colonies," some- :from several areas now, but 
. times among other gulls (such as the California), stay within reasonable 
and generally on boulder strewn islands but at beundarien. Stellar influences 
other times on suitable open points of land along especially stimulate your 
the waters' edge. It 'appears to have no predatory creative leanings. 
habits harmful to water birds, with its chief food 
.. consisting of Insects many of which are taken YOg BORN TODAY are one 
of  the most dynamic in . . . . . . .  from cultivated land. (~ 
divideais in the entire zodiacal 
m.v6 spect rum.  A born leader, 
• people follow you almost AGREEMENT SIGNED JASPER, Canada's Safety Bear t~Cl~ i /~ 
yOU be ext remely  careful million loan agreement  
) 
WHERE you lead. •Good between Egypt and the U.S. 
nature and magnanimity are was signed Tuesday, the 
81so two of your outstanding Middle East News Agency 
traits, and you are extremely reported..  It said the 
8murou with family and agreement, signed by 
~ends. However, you are Economy Minister Homed el 
Inclined to ."enact your price" Sayeh and U.S. Ambassador 
from your beneficiaries .-- Herman Eilts, will regulate 
the second, instalment of a 
Imdsting, regally, that they coasumer goods loan from 
bend to your wlll, eve~ kowtow the U.g. for 1978. The loan is 
' to you to a certain extent. Try rel~yoble over 40 years at 
to curb tide trait since it is the two per cent interest, with a 
one flaw which detracts ~ 10-year grace period. 
your otherwise magnetic ' 
pM~lonallty,, Fields in which ;:.:.........-.-- .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.,...:...... .. . 
yOU could be en~ently silo..'~'~';.~.~.;~F.:.~::::~.;.~...~.~ . .......... ' ';'.' ' 
cess fu l ,  bus iness  SIAMESE TWINS BORN 
management, the theater, SYDNEY, Australia 
teaching, the law, art (Router) -- Siamese twin 
patronage or chemistry, girisJolnadattheehestwere 
Blrthdate of: Esther bern Tuesday, a hospital 
Williams, noted swimmer and spokesman said. They were 
film star, Connie Stevens, the fourth set of siamese 
twins to be born in Australia. 
,singer; Andy Warhol, pep Doctors are carrying out artist. 
teals to Se~, whelher Ihey con 
~' ,197H Rh,v .  l " f .a tUr , .~  ,~.vmliesat,!,  Ins  ~ ~t ,  l l , ; i , . ; l ! l , , )  
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"That too tight?". 
Evl,n Ihl pl,~ i m~d h,~ :t;ir.kels you will tlnd. 
( , l Y '  h . . , r /  ~ ,dk  I '  , , " '  ' "~ '  I ; l  " ' , !  ~OU' I I  be  h l l  I fombeh lnd .  
v ,.,., ...................... "7.a 
"W;,:b, you're taking time off from work, just 
.q,,emb,.r w.k,.r ........ ~,~: the germs." 
100,000 Acres of B,I), Forest 
Ablaze Over the Long Weekend 
VANCOUVER CP - 
Nearly 2,000 men were 
battling 700 forest fires 
covering 100,000 acres 
throughout British Columbia 
Monday as the weather 
continued hot and dry. 
Hank Doerksen, the 
provincial forest service fire 
suppression manager; 
described the situatien as 
extremely dangerous and 
little relief is expected for 
the next five days in B.C.'s 
worst fire season in recent 
years. 
More than $7 million has 
been spent fighting the 
blazes, triple the cost of the 
1977 forest fire season. 
The only relief during the 
weekend was in the nor- 
thwest part of the province 
where rain and cooler 
temperatures held fires in 
check. 
The forest service said the 
Prince George forest district 
had overcast skies Sunday 
~d air tankers in that area 
were grounded. On Monday, 
all 25 water bombers, in- 
eluding three on loan from 
the Saskatchewan forest 
service, were in action 
throughout the province 
against the fires. 
MP'S Visit Postponed 
..The planned visit to the following that Minister of 
Skeena Riding of lena Justice's resignation last 
Campagnolo, ~ and week, undoubtedly will be 
Minister of Fitness and included In the prime 
Amateur Sport, foilowin8 minister's agenda. A small 
her attendance at the cabinet shuffle is anticipated 
Commonwealth Games et as a result. 
Edmonton has been post-' 
it is expected she wlU be 
attending an urgent meeting 
called by the Prime Minister 
to  deal 
measures to strengthen the 
economy, transfer the Post 
Office to a Crown Cor- 
poration status, cut several 
billion dollars from federal 
Income taxes, and reduce the 
role of 
business. 
• .The 
Basford's 
HIT HARD 
The Nelson and Kamloops 
districts were the hardest hit 
during the weekend, 
reporting 320 new fires since 
Friday. Virtually all the new 
outbreaks were caused by 
lightning. The largest is a 
3,000 acre fire near Quesnel 
which, due to Idl~' winds, 
broke through some of the 
guards built around it. 
New fires were also 
reported at Deaee Lake and 
Telegraph Creek. 
Doerksen said that there 
have been problems keeping 
supplies moving to 
firefighUng bases. Inone day 
at K~mloo~ 2.SO.O00 Rallons 
of air tanker gasoline was 
0sed along with hundreds of 
tons of fire retardent. 
In the Nelson forest 
district, fuel for water 
bombers ran out at 
Revelstoke and Cranbroek 
andwas low at Castlegar but 
more was on the way. 
The Nelson area had 18 
aircraft and 242 men battling 
fires, 137 o f  which had 
broken out since Friday. 
In neighboring Washington 
state, the department of 
natural resources imposed 
logging closures on 1.5 
million acres of forest 
because ofthe dry conditions 
in the woods. 
All the 
HONDAS 
arehere. ..When the prime minister 
pened, called his sudden telecast to 
The minister has been " . the nation speech last week, -- 
cafiedbacktoOttawa, here . . . . . . . . . .  .a ,,, ho,,e #wm~,~'~ / ~m# -~ 
i i ~ ~ i.l~ ;=;;;~e~ ;;;;. ~e ~'~;~ J ~ ' ~  
tt nding  rg. t . ., g benches, were prevalent that ~ ~  J~ka~z==l~i  
ll   t  ~-rJ  N. ,=t r he was about to announce his ~ 
 with special • . resignation and from the - ~ \ M ~  ~ - -  
easures   .the P C benches that he was ~ H,mJ~A¢,:ohl "11w HondsCivi¢Sedan V 
o y, sfer r s~ nh~.,t tn onll san  ola~t|nn 
a  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
ll ..Although, during his T /3~d-d l~_~- ]~11~l -~t ly~d-  
speech, the Prime Minister , ,wv=. ,~- . , , , , , ,~- . . ,~.=~m.m~ s~u,,,~.~,d~ ~ 
I e t s,  r uce t  said he would not be calling ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
 government in aneleetlon."atthlstlme". ~ l IFII _ 4.= , *v . -  
si ss. " response to pressure by ~ lerrace,.B.C.V.|GIL8 
 •Th  matter of Ron reporters for a clearer 431.1171 
asford's replacement, definitinn. . ~ ~ ~ H O l ~ T O ~ k "  Dealer LlcencaNumber02066A 
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BUSINESS DIREOTOR¥ 
TOOVEY sxnn VALLEY 
SERVICE DEk lT .A  ~o '  
nsuavt:umni:  i 1 I l l  M / rk r -~)  LTD. 
MERCURY . . . .  i"~o.",s';" . . . .  YAMAHA .as ,  Anything.Most Anytime For 
(outboard DOLHAR CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
motors) (oh•in saws) Hours: Man..  Sat. 0.6 
Hours: Man. - Sat. 8.,* 
Dealer Licence 635 7417 4946 Craig Avenue 4946 Crete Number 0=O~3A 635-5929 " Phane635.7417 
Tenraoe Electronic Repairs Ud. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
,O .~ SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
d~4 Warrenty Depot for 
I 0~-  Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON•. SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m• 
49~8 Graham 635.4543 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION'  
• MOUI .DEDCOUNTERTOPS • 
K: yooo 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER ~ABINETS 
Beg • ~TH AVENUE 1 
PR INCE GEORGE• B,C.  V2L  3K5  (NORTHERN)'LTD. 
BUS.  5e4 .1488 
RES. 562 .2281 FREE EST IMATES 
B A N Q U E T S P A R T I E S TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
R E C E P T I O N S 6384195 
ANSWERING, 
Eag le  Disco "="° MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
B. FC~..ICHEK ' J .Y.  PAU" 24 HOUR SERVICE  
PHONE 635-E083 PHONE 635-9252 
4503-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG IV5 
i 
CHARTEI~i dL~a~ . SUZUKI Motorcycles and DEEP SEASAILBOAT I 
accessories in stock HOW! coastal Cruising, Diving, "1~ -'-'~ 
Full Equipped ~ ~ j ~  
~ ~  Learn to Water Sklat 
'~ ". Lakelse Lake. ~ - - - ~ .  
,, Reasonable Rates 
IBEMIIIIIMIMBB 
_s  I Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. MERMAID YACHTSALES&CHARTERS 4441 Lakelse635-6384 Phana 798.2267 
Dealer No. 01249A- SUZUKI GOES THE DISTP.NCE! at WaterLily Bay Resort 
FJH 
~cu~y ~.VJL.L~ • 6364936 "'~"~"~ 
CONCRETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  "PRIVATEJNVESTIGATO'" 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
CUSTOM COHORETE PROD, TERRACE, B.C, PHONE (604) 635.3863 
VOG 3N5 . OR (604) 635.3861 
Sand, 6;'avel, Brain Nook 
Call us at 63§-6357 9 to § 
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5 p,m. to. midnight 
~j  KING~ 
(NBC) 
i 
Newlywed ' 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle " 
Tonight 
Name That 
Tune 
Evergreen 
Express 
cont'd 
Font'd 
NBC Big 
Event Movie 
'Deadly Game' 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
News 
News 
The 
Tonight 
Show 
The 
Tonight 
Show 
CFTK 
lEEr.) 
Commonwealth 
Games 
coverage cants. 
cont'd 
Hourcllass 
cont'd 
Commonwealth 
Games 
Reach for 
The Top 
Klahanle 
cont'd 
Celebration of 
Ships 
cont'd 
confd 
Commonwealth 
Games 
live coverage 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
coni'd 
cont'd 
The National 
Night Final 
Commonwealth 
Games 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Can't 
The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
Can't 
Can't 
i 
Stars on Ice 
cont'd 
Search & Rescue 
Cont'd 
Man from 
Atlantis 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Funny 
Farm 
Carter 
Country 
Lou Grant Show 
'Aftershock" 
cont'd 
cont'd 
CTV News 
News Hour Final 
cont'd 
cont'd 
The Late Show 
'Cold Wind 
In August' 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
i 
~lster 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeil, 
Lehrer 
Newsmakers 
Anna Karenlna 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Burglary 
cont'd 
The Two 
Ronnles 
Documentary 
Showcase 
'Murder One' 
cont'd 
Dick Caveat 
Book Beat 
10 a;m, tb § p;m. 
2 145 
The New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America Alive 
cont'd 
cent'd 
cont'd 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
cont'd 
cont'd 
The Doctors 
cont'd 
Another World 
¢ont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Friendly Giant 
Bonlour 
Mr. Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
cont'd 
cont'd , 
I Dream 
of Jeannle 
Ryan's. Hope 
cant'd 
News-Bob 
McLean Show 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Edge of Night 
Jean Cannem 
Show 
Definition 
cont'd 
cont'd 
It's Your Move" 
cont'd :.~, 
Noo News; 
Movie ~Matlnee 
'The SpoOrs' 
Anne Ba~fer 
~LLI 
Jeff char~dler 
Rory Calhoun 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Another 
World 
cont'd 
cont'd 
'Price is 
Right 
Love of. Life.News 
c~t'd 
Young & 
the Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness News 
cont'd 
As the World 
Turns 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Guiding Light 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
All in 
the Family 
Dinah I41~ :00 Movie High Hopes Alan Hamel 
: 15 'Guadalcanal Show conf'd 
1 :30 Odyssey '  Commonwealth cont'd cont'd 
~1~ :45 Leslie Nielsen Games cont'd cont'd , 
• :00 cont'd Live coverage The Lucy Sesame Street 
D!  : 15 cont'd cont'd Show cont'd . 
J~  :30 cont'd cont'd " cont'd cont',d 
/ :~  cont'd ___.. cont'd cant d _ 
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6ordon and Anderson Ud. 
Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5.30p.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. 
CLOSED MONDAY 
